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Remarks on the prediction of eigenmodes of violins*
Lothar Cremer
8160 Miesbach, West Germany

In my book about "The Physics of the Violin ", which
I published in German in 1981 [1] and in English in 1983 [2],
I tried to split the problem into three parts: the bowedstring,
thecorpus includingbridge and cavity, and radiation, including
the reflections of the room. This procedure was based on the
admittance mismatch between strong-propagation admittance
and bridge-input admittance and theadmittance mismatch between a rigid body and the surrounding air. Looking back six
years later, I feel able tostate that parts 1 and 3 contain even
todayall fundamental problems andresults. But I would have
to rewrite some chapters ofPart 2. My treatment of thearching of the top and back plate proved to be wrong. As usual,
I regarded the vaulted plates as shells, with the curvature
achieved by bending or other methods, so that the fibers are
alwaystangentialto the surface. Instead, the curvature is made
by carving, and thus the fibers are cut obliquely, so the stiffness could be decreased by arching instead of increased.
Furthermore, my discussion of plane plates and their coupling by rigid elements and the air in the cavity is no longer
sufficient. In the meantimewe have got much new information by modal analysis and the finite element method.
If you regard the numberof 2000 elements, whichKnott
first chose for the simulation of a violin or even only the 200
which he laterused [3], you may smile when I mention the
four-mass model (originally developedby Beldie 14] as a fivemass model) as a first step in this direction (Fig.l). Its four
elements are 1) the air mass in and around the f-holes, 2) the
topplate, 3) the back plate with the (very stiff) soundpost and
a small region ("island") in the top plate around the soundpost which moves with the back plate, and 4) the ribs. These
four masses are connected by four springs ofwhich two appear
as thin plate elements, just as they do at the boundaries of
the top and back plate; a third, less evident but effective,
around the above-mentioned island in the top plate; and the
the air cavity surrounded by plates and ribs.

Figure 1. 4-mass model of a violin

However primitive themodel may seem, it allows one to
describe the behaviour at the f-hole resonance not only

qualitativelybut even partially quantitatively. I preferred to
use the expression "f-holeresonance" and to restrict the name
"Helmholtzresonance" to the limiting case that the walls of
the cavity remain at rest as they did in the rigid globes with
circular openings, which Helmholtz used for finding the
formants of the different vowels.(In the meantime the expression "Helmholtz resonance" for the case of resilient top and
back plates, which is lower than the original Helmholtz
frequency, has become so customary, that I have scarcely a
chance to change it.) I do not insist on the expression "f-hole
resonance", the more so as it is not the f-hole alone which
determines the frequency. The problem is that we need different letters and names for both frequencies because both
enter into the mathematical description. It would be good if
we could agree to fo for the lower one of the the two, which
we may call the Ao mode (lowest air-resonancefrequency) and
fH for the original or pure Helmholtz resonance frequency.
The model allows us to express the ratio of the total flux
(monopole moment) E g to that which is given by the flux
at the f-holes (go):
Eg/go =oj2 /ujh
At wo =

ojh

we get Eg = go, corresponding to plates at

rest;
at a) = 0 we get Eg = 0> corresponding
Weinreich [5] calls the sound hole sum rule;
at oj =wo we get Eg = u)8/_j&.

to what

(1)
go
admittance
vs.
graph
bridge
input
frequency
(Fig.2,
In the
of
lower curve) as measured by Beldie [4] in the y-direction, ie.
parallelto the top plate, both frequencies appear,wo at a peak
and o>h in a following valley.Both can be measured. Since u>o
is smaller than v;H, the flux components of the plates must be
out of phase with the f-hole flux and smaller and, since the
frequency difference is small, thef-hole flux predominates so
strongly that we could say the violin acts here like a wind
instrument. 1
But also at the two nextresonance peaks, which appear
in Beldie's graph of pressure level (Fig.2, upper curve),
measured with sliding bandnoise in a reverberation chamber,
the four-mass model offers an interestingexplanation[4]. One
of the four eigenfrequenciesis zero, i.e., it belongs to the body
atrest. But also at the other frequencies the center of gravity
must remain at rest. From this it follows that the top and back
plate, which represent most of the mass, must vibrate against
each other. This breathing motion produces the greater part
of the radiation at low and even middle frequencies and is
furthermore supportedby the levermechanism of the bridge,
which can transform a single force in the y-direction into a
couple of forces at thefeet. (I regret that mostly excitations
perpendicular to the top plate are studied. They never exist
alone in bowing, but the bowing component parallel to the

'You may excuse me, if I here emphasize results which I found 6 years ago and which were published; but I was disappointed to find so often wrong descriptions in the relevant literature. In this connection I would, however, like to admit
that I myself gave a wrong formula for E g/q0 in my first German edition on account of a miscalculation!
♦Presentedat The CAS International Symposium on Musical Acoustics, Mittenwald, August 1989.
_1_
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Figure 2. Comparison of sound pressure measured in a
reverberant chamber (upper curve) with bridge input admittance (lower curve) as functions of frequency (after Beldie).
top plate appears on all strings and is a good approximation

on the middle ones,) If we neglected the mass of the ribs, i.e.
the kinetic energy in them, we would get only one chief body
eigenfrequency. With that mass we get two, whereby at the
lower one the thinner top plate vibrates more strongly and
at the higher one the thicker back plate. Since the center of
gravity must be at rest the mass of the ribs must vibrate in
the first case more in phase with the back plate, and in the
second case more with the top plate. Since the right bridge
foot rests on the island and moves with the back plate, its
motion appears negligibleat the lowerresonance; this bridge
motion is often called rocking. At the higher resonance both
feet vibrate equallystrongly. You could not expect more from
four finite elements.
I was rather excitedwhen I saw the first photographs of
top and back plate motions at the lower chief body resonance
made by Reinicke [6] with holographicinterferometry(Fig.3).
They confirmed the stronger motion of the top plate and its
island and, as a special surprise, the strong vibration of the
top plate at the free edge of the right f-hole. This proves the
importance served by the elongated shape of the f-hole.
Let us now compare this holographicrepresentation of
the lowerchief corpus mode at 550 Hz with a modal analysis
representation of a breathing mode in another instrument
(Fig.4) by Schleske [71 where it appears at 450 Hz. Since we
compare results of different instruments, we cannot expect

in details. But we can state advantages and disadvantages of different representations. Also I find it essential that in Fig.4 Schleske [7] used a bowing direction parallel
to the top plate exactly as Reinicke did.
No doubt the distribution of the amplitude,especiallynear
boundaries,
i.e. the ribs, in the modal analysis presents a
the
better insight into the behaviour of the ribs. It was not to be
expected that the ribs would vibrate uniformly in the zdirection as the four-mass model assumes. I rememberhow
astonished I was at the deformabilityof the ribs when I saw
for the first time a film of eigenmodes produced by modal
analysisin H.A. Miiller's laboratory. This can also be gathered
agreement
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Figure 3. Hologram of top and back plates of a violin at frequency 550 Hz.

Figure 4. Vibration pattern of a violin showing the node line
(after Schleske).

from Schleske's presentation in Fig. 4. Since top and back plate
are seen from the outside, the same lateral rib parts appear
at opposite sides of the figure or immediately next to each
other. This diagram makes it easy to follow the "node " line
which marks the points where the motions change phase. In
neither the top nor the back plate does there appear a simple
"ring". Instead, the node line, which must be a closed line,
runs off the edge of the top and back plate six times, thus
separating counterphasedregions at theribs. Such a behaviour
has also been presented by Marshall. He found a corresponding further node, where the lateral parts of the node lines
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appear at the back plate and the parts near the end blocks
at the top plate. This means that the kinetic energyof theribs
is distributed in both cases differently between the top and
back plates, thus resulting in two different eigenmodes. The
undivided rib mass of the four-mass model was the simplest
form of a store of kinetic energy. But, as already emphasized
above, without the kinetic energy of the ribs we would get
only one chief body resonance.
The deformability of the ribs demonstrates how unstable
the mode patterns areand it is therefore not astonishing that
the island in Schleske's instrument is larger and not restricted
to the region inside the treblef-hole. It is not astonishing that
the eigenmodes, too, change from instrument to instrument,
perhaps even in the same instrument from day to day according to the climatic conditions.
Of all the results which Marshall presents in the same
manner [B], the most amazing one for me was the example
at 656 Hz (Fig.s). Marshall also excited the violin corpus at
many different points andrecorded thevibrationswhich were
detected by an accelerometer but placed near the treble foot
of the bridge. Making use of the reciprocity law these data
were analyzed to give the free vibrations of the violin at
variousfrequencies. (To correspond more closelyto theactual
operation of the violin, the accelerometer should have been
placed so as to read vibrations at the top of the bridge in the
horizontal, or bowing direction.) If, at 656 Hz, the ends of
the soundpost actually have the amplitude —91 at the top
plate and +44 at the back plate, the soundpost is obviously
acting as a deformable spring, forming together with the
adjacent masses mi and m? a simple mass-spring-mass system,
the eigenfrequency of which is given by
(2)
w= [S(l/m. + l/m 2 )]T
this
is
too
on
account
high
But the frequency calculated like
of the rather small island mass, so that consequently subdivisions of the plates by node lines have to be expected.
Furthermore, the endsof the soundpost are not loaded by pure
mass-reactances umi (top) and wim (back). The velocities and
forces at the ends of the soundpost are related by two-port
equations
(3)
Vi = AnFi + AI2F2
(4)
-V2= A2IFI + A22F2
as
the
soundpost
only
concerned,
But since we are, as far
is
interested in its predominantrole as a strong spring, we may
neglect the difference in forces by setting
(5)
F, = F 2 = F
and describing the soundpost by
(6)
V2= jMS)F
We may simplify the two-port equations of the corpusbetween
the terminals 1,2 of the soundpost to
(7)
vi - v 2 = (An + A22 + Al2 4- A_i)F
measured
complex
admittance functions couldbe
wherebythe
icy with (because of reciprocity)
as functions of frequency
(8)
A2l = Al2
ithing
soundpost
mode
demands
the
breathing
soundpost
existence
of
a
mode
demands
The
vanishing of the resultant reactance, i.e.:
(9)
Im(A,i
A22 2A.2)" 1 = S/w
In Fig.6 the solid line shows the left side of (9) measured and
calculated by Geissler and Schleske on an instrument built by

-

- -

Figure 5. Eigenmodewith breathingsoundpost according to
Marshall.
the latter, and the dashed line shows the right side of (9) for
a 5 cm longsoundpost of spruce with 6 mm diameter. It was
disappointingfor us that the dashed line was too highto cross
the solid line. This means that the soundpostwas too stiff with
respect to a rather thin top plate to result in a breathing
motion. But the fact that this mode did not appear here may
also be regarded as a result. And if we would not learn by
performing measurements and calculations such as the ones
reported here, we still would not know if this breathing soundpost mode is desirable under all conditions.

APPENDIX
In this paper we have only discussed the question whether
motion of the soundpost can appear. In this conbreathing
a
nection only the velocity difference between the ends of the
are
soundpost had to be studied. But the velocities vi and V2
independentofeach other and theirratio Vl/V2, which can be
gotten from modular analysis, variesfrom eigenmodeto eigenmode. We can also precalculate these ratios by making use
of a more general solution of the situation where two
mechanical two-port systems become rigidly coupled at their
inputs and outputs. Let us describe the corpus without soundpost by the two equations
(AO
Fi = Zuvi + ZI2V2

F2 = Z2IVI + Z22V2
and the soundpost by
(A2)
F/ = ZAvi' + Z!i2V2
Fa = ZaVi' + Z22V2
When we now press the soundpost laterally with its slightly
oblique ends betweenthe top and back plates we create a static
couplingforce upon which the dynamic forces introduced

—
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Figure 6. Comparison of the inverse admittance of the corpus and the stiffness reactance of the soundpost.

—

and velocities are superimposed indepenin (Ai) and (A2)
dently. For this coupling the following relations hold for
eigenmodes:
(As)
Fi = Fi'; F2 = F2'; vi = vi'; v 2 = V2'.
So the free motion of the corpus with introduced soundpost
is governedby
0 = (Zll + Zl'l)Vl + (Zl2 + ZI2)V2
(A 4)
0 = (Zai + Zji)Vi + (Z22 + Za)V2
The vanishing of the determinant of the coefficients
characterizes the conditions for the eigenfrequencies of the
coupled system, and at those we get from each of the equations (A4) the same value for theratio Vl/V2. Thisratio appears
in a modal analysisapproximatelyas areal quantitysince the
losses are small. The inside of an area limited by boundaries
or nodelines presents everywhere the same phase, and this
changes by 180° upon crossing a nodeline, i.e., v changes its
sign.
All equations derived till now are independent of direction, which we regard as positive for the F and v quantities.
As far as the forces are concerned, it is physically reasonable
to introduce them as action and reaction between soundpost
and corpus. In Fig.7 we show a pressing of the soundpost as
positive. For general discussion it wouldbe advantageous to
introduce the velocities directed at the ends of the soundpost
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toward the middle, the so-called power symmetry.
Then the reciprocity conditions
(Aj)
Zl2 = Z2l; Zl2 = Z.21
which hold for both linear systems, and the symmetry condition, which additionally holds for the soundpost
(A«)
Z/i = Z22
appearwith normal signs. But since in modal analysis it is usual
to give the velocities vi and V2
the same positive direction in
space,we have adopted this in Fig.7, as we already did in the
main body of the paper; the signs change between left and
right sides in the equations (As) and (A«).
We can easily calculate the impedances for the sounddefinitions in equation (A2) and
observing the positive directions in Fig.7.
(At)
Z/i = Fi'/v/ where v = 0
Za = FaVW where W = 0

post by making use of their

2'

In all cases we have a soundpost with one fixed end. It is
evident that therefore its mass scarcely figures compared with
its stiffness. This also results from the fact that the lowest
eigenmodeof the soundpost appears at ultrasonic frequencies.
But if we takeinto account only the stiffness of the soundpost it turns out that we get only the earlier result based on
v 2 = j(a>/S)F
(AO
Vi

-

L. Cremer: Prediction of eigenmodes of violins
This would not be sufficient since we know that this condition is not always realizable and that eigenmodes still exist.
For frequencies very much below the lowest eigenfrequency
of the soundpost we may introduce the mass of the post by
splitting it into two half masses at the ends. Then this half
appears in

Zu = -Zh

= S/jw +

jwM/2

(AO

= (S/jw) (1 - u/2)
where v is a mass-correction parameter
v =w 2M/S
(Aio)
as
may
regard
always small compared to 1 It is now
which we
essential that this term does not appear in
(An)
Zi'a = -Zh = -S/jw
The force on the fixed side depends only on the deformation
of the spring and this is smaller by the term (ju>M/2)v2 (or vi).
If we now substitute (AO and (An) into (A4) we get
0 = [Zn + (S/jw)] (1
u/2)Vi + [Zn + (S/jw)jV2 (An)
(S/jw)]v, +[(Z22 - (S/jw)] (1 - u/2)v2 (An)
0 = [Z2l
and the vanishing of its coefficients-determinant appears as
an equation of the second power in (S/jw):
(Z11Z22 + Zh) +( - Zn + Z22 + 2ZiO (S/jw) + u(S/jo?)2 = 0 (Aw)
Since the last term needs high values of (S/jo) to be comparable
with the middle term it becomes evident that for a large range
of high frequencies the first two terms govern the eigenfrequencies. But this conditionis the same as our approximation in (9), which corresponds to (As). In a lowerrange offrequencies we may neglect the first term of (Am). This results
in a second condition for eigenfrequencies:
(Zn - Z22 - 2Z,2) = u(S/jo>) = -jwM.
(Al5)
A comparison of the left side of this equationwith (Ai) proves
easily that this condition corresponds to
Fi —F2 = jwMv where v=vi = V2.
(Au)

.

-

-

Here again we can separate the impedances of the corpus
(without soundpost) on one side and the reactance of the
soundpost on the other side of the equation and determine
the eigenfrequencies by a graphic construction of crossing
points. Since this time it is the mass reactance,which represents
the soundpost, having the form of a straight line falling from
the origin with a small slope, we mayalways get many crossing points with the oscillating impedance sum of the corpus.
But to get all eigenfrequenciesof the corpus with soundpost, we must solve (Am) for (S/joj), and the program will
include the ranges where a simple physical explanation is
possible; a graphic solution would be easier for special cases,
like the eigenmodewith a breathing soundpost. Finally, our
chief aim can easily be realized from (Al2) or (An). Either
V./V2 = (~Z,2 -S/jw) / (Zh + S/jw + jcoM/2), (An)
or Vl/V2 = (-Z22 +S/jw + jwM/2) / (Z2l + S/jw). (Am)
which at eigenmodes must both have the same value. We
observe that as the impedances of the corpus become reactances only, theratio Vl/V2becomes a real number. The more
the stiffness reactance of the soundpost surpasses the impedances of the corpus, the closer Vl/V2 comes to a limiting
value of 1, and the closer the soundpost approximates a
perfectly rigid body.

Figure7. Positive direction of the forces Fi, F2, F/and F2' and
the velocities Vi, V2, v» and v2'.
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The effect of wood removal on bridge frequencies
O.E. Rodgers and T.R. Masino
University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19711, USA
SUMMARY
Finite element analysis methods have been used to
calculate the effects of trimming bridges on the first several
frequencies of vibration. Violin bridges andboth standard and
Belgian designs of cello bridges have been investigated.
Calculations ofboth in-plane and out-of-plane vibrating modes
have been made when the feet were rigidly fixed. In one case,
no motion out-of-planewas permitted. In the other, only the
string locations were restricted to in-plane motions. The
analysis confirms and expands the previous concepts of bridge
action. The density of modes above the fundamental mode
appears to explain the action of the bridge in absorbing
substantial amounts of energy at all frequencies above that
of the lowest mode. The effects of trimming in different locations are different enough so that it would be possible for a
violin maker to adjust individual frequencies.
INTRODUCTION
Bridges have long been known to be a critical and central
element in theacoustical structure of violinfamily instruments.
The current designs must represent a very long progression
of experiments and refinements carried on by makers over the
centuries. The efforts in recent decades by technical minds
to understand the function of the bridge have been very well
summarized by Cremer in his recent book on "The Physics
of the Violin" [11 The description given by Cremer for both
violin and cello bridges is that of stiff structures which have
two vibrating modesof interest, at which the bridges act as
tuned vibration absorbers. For the violin the frequencies of
these modes are in the neighborhood of 3000 and 6000 Hz,
for the cello, around 1000 and 3000 Hz.
The tuning of bridges, practiced for centuries by makers,
has also been of interest to technical minds. Hacklinger has
investigated the effect of wood removal at various locations
on a violin bridge mounted on a massive stiff surface and found
that woodremoval at various locations reduced the 3000 Hz
frequency and changedthe tonequality of test violins [2] [3J.
Hutchins has summarized her experiencein bridge tuning and
the effectsof wood removal at various locations and provided
recommendations for tuning bridges [4].
Careful experimental work by Trott to measure energy
transfer through the bridge of a violin into the body reveals
that the bridge is acting as a significant energy absorber in
a band of frequencies from roughly 3000 Hz to approximately
10,000 Hz [51, This finding suggests that the violin bridge is
playing a more complicated role than just being a tuned vibration absorber at 3000 Hz.
The senior author became interested in the bridge tuning technical problem after spending several months learning
how to tune the bridge on a rebuilt violin which had a very
acceptable tone except on the E string, where the sound was
very "bright," "harsh," "tinny," and many other adjectives,
dependingon whowas describing the tone. It quickly became
apparent that there was plenty of advice from makerson how
to alter the bridge to correct the situation. While all of the
makersrecommended removing wood in the flexible areas of
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thebridge, they differed widely in theirrecommendations on
precisely whereto cut and what the effect wouldbe of wood
removal at various locations.
The availability of a finite element program on a computer at the University of Delaware provided the incentive
to study both violin and cello bridges to determine in detail
the effects of woodremoval at various locations on the natural
frequencies of the bridges when they were mounted rigidly
at their feet and when restrained, in addition, to vibrate only
in the plane of the bridge. Both the standard cello bridge and
the Belgian design cello bridge were investigated, because a
colleague was interested in why some cello players preferred
one over the other. When it became obvious that the density
of the modes was too small to explain the energy absorption
over a continuous band of frequencies, as observed by Trott,
the calculations were extended to include out-of-plane modes
with the feet fixed and preventing only the string locations
from movingin the out-of-plane direction. A few incidental
calculations have also been made of particular trimming
patterns.

THE FINITE ELEMENT CALCULATION METHOD
It is now standard engineeringpractice to analyze complicated structures using the finite element method. The
method consists of dividing the structure into discrete small
pieces, describing these to the computer, and then asking the
computer to solve the mathematical equationsdescribing the
deformation patterns by deforming the finite elements until
they all fit together again under the imposed loading system.
For vibration analyses the loadingsystem is an inertial one
that depends on the deflection of each of the elements in the
structure. The analysisproceeds in an iterative style, attempting to solve the equivalent of several thousand simultaneous
equations. Some shortcuts are taken in finite element vibration analysis because of the formidable computational task.
The authors have used the finite elementprogram SUPERB,
developedby SDRC of Columbus, Ohio. Each element has
been described as a solid elementand the computer program
solves the deformation equations without simplifications, i.e.
variations in stresses and strains in all directions are permitted.

—6—

THE BRIDGES
All of the bridges were described to the computer in a
fitted condition. The feet had been trimmed, the height cut
down to an approximate height for a standard instrument, the
top edge thinned to 1.4 mm for the violin bridge and 2.5 mm
for the cello bridges, and the thickness taperedfrom the top
to the full blank thickness at about the bottom of the heart
region. The thicknesses of the legs and the feet were not
changedfrom those of the blanks. The shapes are shown in
Figure 1 for the violin and Figures 4 and 7 for the cellobridges.
The material properties used areshown in Table 1 These
typical
are
of maple. The stiffest direction is the x direction.

.
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Figure 2. Cutout patterns for the violin bridge.

Figure 1. Violin bridge in-plane vibrating modes patterns
before tuning.

most of the cutout and the ends blended into the bridge
contour. Table 2 indicates the calculated frequencies when
various combinations of the cutouts were applied. The most

No changes in the stiffness properties have been made for
assumed treatment during bridge manufacture to stiffen and
harden the wood.

VIOLIN BRIDGE
Figure 1 shows the vibratingconfigurationsand frequencies for thefirst three in-plane modes of the violin bridge. The
dotted lines show the outline of the undeflected bridge position and the solid lines show the deflected shape. These are
theprimary modes ofinterest. The next pair of modes occurs
at about 15000 Hz and represents motions of the wings in
and out of phase. At about 20% higher frequency, there is
a mode involvingprimarily the member in the center of the
heart. Of particular interest is the third mode, which consists
of a sideways motion and rotation of the middle section of
the bridge, in which there is substantial motion at the string
locations of a similar type to that of thefirst mode. This mode
has not been detected in prior experimentalstudies of violin
bridge vibration, even though its deflection configuration
suggests that it should be excited by the vibratingstring.
Figure 2 shows the cutout patterns which were investigated. In each cutout, 2 mm of wood wasremoved over

—

sensitive area for reducing modes 1 and 2 is cutout #3, which
enlarges the eyes andreduces the width of the center flexible
members. A 2 mm reduction on each side reduces mode 1
almost 20% and mode 2 about 9%. Increasing the arch
between the legs has effect primarily on mode 3. Cutout #4,
which decreases the stiffness of the elastic member between
the heart and the eyes reduces mode 3 and increases the
frequencies of modes 1 and 2.
Figure 3 shows the vibrating configurations of a bridge
with all cutouts applied, Case 6. It can be seen that the
vibrating configurations have not been changed by the
removal of the indicated amount of wood. Case 6 represents
an extreme case of bridge trimming. Consequently, a maker
trimming a bridge does not have to be concerned thathis work
will change the nature of the bridge as a vibrating system.
Thus, the options now used by violin makers appear to
make substantial reductions possible in all three bridge frequencies and offer ways to reduce frequencies selectively. It
is no wonder that the advice received from makers was difficult to understand.
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Trimmed bridge

Model

Mode 2 f= 5159 Hz

Mode 3 f=6973Hz

f= 2303 Hz

Figure 3. Violin bridge in-planevibrating mode patterns, all
locations trimmed.

Figure 5. Cutout patterns for the standard cello bridge.

Table 3. Standard Cello Bridge Frequencies
when cutouts are applied.
Cutout Case
Frequencies (Hz)
Mode

Model

f= 1698 Hz

0. Fitted Bridge
1. Cutout #1
2. Cutout #2
3. Cutouts #1
4. Cutout #3
5. Cutouts #3
6. All Four Cutouts

Mode 2 fc=2249Hz

Mode 3 f=3osoHz

Figure 4. Standard cello bridge in-plane vibrating mode
patterns.

STANDARD CELLO BRIDGE
Figure 4 showsthe first three in-planevibrating configurations of the standard cello bridge. The second and third modes
are reversed as compared to the violin bridge. The frequency
of the rotational mode is now lower than that of the mode
in which the deflections are uniformly vertical. The next higher
modes for this bridge also represent motions of detailsof the
bridge. The two modes of the wings are at about 5500 Hz
and the motion of the member in the heart occurs at about
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I

II

111

396
595
345
575
434
292

2093
2002
1895
2033
1937

2577
2704
2470
2987
2724
2205

1428

9000 Hz. In contrast to the violin bridge, most of the flexibility is in the legs. In Mode 1, the motion is not a rocking
androtation but is, instead, almostentirely a horizontal translation of the upper portion of the bridge. The rocking motion
occurs in the second mode. In mode 3 almost all of the
deformation takes place in the legs.
Figure 5 shows the cutoutpatterns which were calculated
for the standard cello bridge. For both cello bridges a 3 mm
depth of cut was used. While the diagram shows only one side,
all cutouts were applied symmetrically to both sides. Table
3 shows the frequencies when various cutout patterns were
applied. The cutout at the upper portion of the legs is much
less effective in changing mode 1 but a little more effective
in changing the rotational mode than the cutout of thelower
legs. Cutout #3 of the upper flexible members is not very
effective in reducing the vertical translation mode. Once again,
by proper choice of trimming location one can adjust individual bridge frequencies within some limits. A calculation
of the case in which all cutouts were applied indicates, once
again, that the cutouts did not change the configurations of
vibrating bridge.

Rodgers and Masino: Effect of wood removal
BELGIAN CELLO BRIDGE
Figure 6 shows the vibrating configurations for the first
three modes of vibration. It should be noted that frequency
of mode 1 is lower than that of the standard cello bridge and
that of mode 3 is higher. The configurations are much the
same. Figure 7 shows the cutouts, patterned after those for
the standard cello bridge. Table 4 lists the frequencies when
various cutouts are applied. Cutout 1 of the lowerlegs is once
again more effective in reducing modes 1 and 3 than the upper
leg cutout. Cutout 3 has almost no effect on modes 1 and 3
but a large effect on the rotational mode. Cutout 4 has no
effect on mode 1 but substantial effect on the other two. It
appears that it wouldbe easier to adjust single modes in this
bridge design than in the standard cello bridge design.
LENGTHENING THE LEGS
Calculations were made of the effect on bridge frequencies if the long legs of the bridge blanks were retained by
trimming the upper portions of the bridgeblank club feet and
removing additional material from the top of the bridge to
keep the overall height the same. The effects were appreciable
in the cello bridges where the club foot was quite thick. The
same general pattern of frequencies continues to exist but the
frequencies are lowered 18%, 4%, and 8% respectively for
the first three modes. In the violinbridge, the foot of the blank
is less thick. Frequencies were lowered by 2%, 4% and 7%
for the first three modes.

three different instruments at all frequencies above about 2500
Hz when driven from the bridge in a direction parallel to the
bridge top [5] (Figures 13and 14). The onset of thereduction
occurred in one instrument at about 1500 Hz and in the others
at about 2000 Hz. Presumably these frequencies indicate the
extent to which the violin bridges had been trimmed to achieve
a desirable tone at high frequencies.
Trott's data indicate that a violin bridge is effective over
a wide rangeof frequenciesas a good energy absorber — much
more uniformly than one would expect from a tuned absorber
operating at only two or three frequencies over a 2 to 1
frequency range. This suggests that there must be other modes
of vibration that are also absorbing energy. It is possible that
the longitudinalmotions of the strings at the bridge are great
enough toexcite out-of-planebridge vibrating modes. In order
to investigate the plausibility ofenergy absorption by out-ofplane modes, calculations were made in which thefeet were
rigidly fixed, as before, but motions out of plane were permitted exceptat the string locations on the top. Table 5 shows
the frequencies of the additional modes that were found for
all three bridges and their relation to the in-plane modes.

BRIDGES AS TUNED VIBRATION DAMPERS
One of the key functions of the bridge is to filter out
undesirable high frequency vibrations that would be unpleasant to the player and the listener. Trott's curves of power
loss versus frequency indicate as much as a 20 dB drop for

Model

f=ls43Hz

Mode 2

f= 2363 Hz

Figure 7. Cutout patterns for the Belgian cello bridge.

Table 4. Belgian Cello Bridge Frequencies
when cutouts are applied.
Cutout Case

FF requencies (Hz)

Mode

Mode 3

Figure 6. Belgian cello bridge in-plane vibrating mode
patterns.

0. Fitted Bridge
1. Cutout #1
2. Cutout #2
3. Cutouts #1 & n
4. Cutout #3
5. Cutouts n& #4
6. All Four Cutouts

I

II

111

1290
1374
1166
1542
1523
1189

2363
2242
2210
2095
2104
1869
1569

3360
2909
3182
2762
3324
3133
2508
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Table 5. Bridge Frequencies (Hz),
both in-plane and out-of-plane modes.
In-plane

Violin

3353
6322

Standard CeUo

3579
4723
7462

8445
1325
1697
2271
3060

Belgian CeUo

—

Out-of-plane

__,_

1549
2383
3378

2152
3665
4755
1304
2356
4263
5070
5436

Table 6. Bridge Frequencies (Hz), both in-plane and
out-of-plane modes, with all cutouts applied.
In-plane

Violin

„„„„
2305
5206
7041

Standard Cello

1294
1434
2218

Belgian Cello

—

Out-of-plane

2907
3584
6206
1184
1848
3049
4472
4683
4957
1167

1196
1572
2529

2094
3476
4272
5081
5948

Figure 8 shows the vibrating configurations. In the lowest
mode for both cello and violin bridges the center of the bridge
moves out of plane. In the next mode, the middle section of
the bridge rotates relative to each end. In the violin bridge,
the third mode is one in which the center section assumes a
dish shape with the outer portions moving one way and the
center portion the other. There are also higher modes in the
cello bridges in which various leg configurations appear.

Table 6 lists the frequencies for in-plane and out-of-plane
modes when all of the cutouts have been applied. There have
been some shifts in relative position and, in thecello case, the
frequencies of two modes may almost coincide. Is it possible
that such a bridge might produce a wolf effect at a high
frequency?
It is plausible to assume that the string can excite these
out-of-planemodes to some extent, and the positions of the
out-of-planemode frequencies relative to the in-plane mode
frequencies is such that a substantial amount of energy could
be absorbed above the first frequency at which the bridge
becomes an elastic vibrating component of the violin.

Figure 8. Out-of-plane vibrating mode patterns for all bridges.

CONCLUSIONS
Bridge trimming is obviouslya very complex and powerto adjust the overall sound of a violin type stringed
practice
ful
instrument to have a desired mix of overtones. The examples
of trimming that have been presented should provide a
thoughtful violin maker with significant clues to guide his
efforts to compensate by bridge trimming for any undesirable
high frequency overtones in the basic instrument.
The computer detailed inputs still exist in the University
of Delaware computer and can be used to calculate additional
cutout schemes that have been found to be effective in bridge
tuning. The seniorauthor would like to hear about any such
schemes and would be willing to calculate their effects on
frequencies for comparison with the cutout patterns that have
been described.
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THEORY

ABSTRACT
This paper reports from some technical experiments on
the violin bridge with information thatcan be usedby a violin
maker. Answers were sought to three questions: Is a specific
bridge resonance frequency favourable, how can this frequency be obtained, and how can it be measured in the maker's
workshop? For two violins it was found that a frequency of
2.9 kHz was favourable, it could be obtained by careful tuning of the bridge and it could be measured by means of a
wolfnote on a violin with an E-string only. Measurements on
bridge blanks indicated that a frequency as high as 2.9 kHz
can be difficult to obtain. Information directly useful for the
maker are found in the section "Practical hints".

When fastened to a heavyplate the 3 kHz resonance of
the "isolated bridge" can be measured (c.f. Fig. 1). The bridge
resonator can be modelled as an effective vibratory mass m
attached to a spring. The effective vibratory mass meff can
be measured indirectly. First the resonance frequency f is
measured. A small mass (del m) is attached to the vibrating
mass and the resulting resonance frequency shift (del f) is
measured. The effective vibrating mass is obtained as
Vi x (f/ del f) x del m
(1)
meff =
In the 3 kHz resonance the bridge mass is rather making a
rotational motion than a translational and the masses should
thus be exchanged for moments of inertia (1). The moment
of inertia
2
dm = me2
(2)
J =
where r is the distance from the rotational axis to the mass
element dm. The resonance can be modelled as by Reinicke
with a spring, a lever bar of length c and a lumped mass m.
With the data given m = 1.77 g and c = 1 .3 cm the moment
of inertia becomes 3.0 x 10 7 kg m 2(data from ref. 2 p. 232).
The effective moment of inertia can be measured and
calculated in the same way as the effective mass. By adding
a small mass an additional moment of inertia (del J) is obtained
as theproduct of added mass and squared distance to the rotation axis. Equation 1 can be used to calculate the effective
moment of inertia by replacing the m terms with J terms.

-

-

INTRODUCTION

/r

In experiments on the high frequency properties of the
violin withplaying tests, differently tuned bridges haveproved
that the bridge is of great importance. A specific resonance
frequency of the bridge was found to be optimal for the experimental violin. Therefore a detailed investigation of the
bridge was initiated. We have judged that some results are
of general interest and therefore we have summarized these
in this short report.
The function of the violin bridge has previously been
investigated and Reinicke's investigations are classic [I]. He
measured and modelled two bridge resonances, in which the
bridge vibrates in its own plane and transmits vibration forces
from the strings to the body. The lowest resonance is in the
range of 3 kHz. The collected information has been further
analyzedby Cremer[2], and experimentsby Mueller showed
that bridges of different designs gave a ± 5 dB variation in
sound pressure [3]. The sound pressure was measured in third
octave bands and indicated mainly a shift in the balance
between levels at high and low frequencies (lower levels at
highfrequencies for lower resonance frequency). Hutchins has
sketched a way for bridge tuning referring to Reinicke's
findings [4].

EXPERIMENTS
TEST BLOCK TO MEASURE THE BRIDGE
RESONANCE IN "ISOLATION".
Earlier a simple way to measure the "3 kHz resonance"
of the bridge in isolation was developed (see Fig. 1 and ref.
5). The bridge is fastened to a smallblock of metal. The metal
block is placed on a plastic sponge or held in one hand, and

At the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in
Braunschweig a simple way to measure the resonance frequency of the "isolated bridge" was introduced [s]. Experiments
with bridges and a violin at KTH gave that shifts of the "3
kHz resonant frequency" of the bridge measured in isolation
influenced playing qualities. A resonance frequency of 2.9 kHz
was found to be the best for the experimentalviolin. For the
experimental violin, the resonance frequency of the bridge
influenced the playing qualities more than the sound post
position and the bridge height.
In the present work answers to three questions were
sought: Is a specific bridge resonance frequency favourable?,
if so How can this frequency be achieved?, and Can the bridge
resonance frequency be measured in the maker's workshop?
Only the resonance in the 3 kHz range will be investigated
and will be called the "3 kHz resonance" hereafter.

Figure 1. Sketch of bridge on test block with accelerometer

A, magnet M, electric coil with iron core C and position of
plucking P (screws, clamps and surfaces for fitting are not
sketched).
11_
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on the metal block an accelerometer is rigidly attached. The
bridge is excited byplucking or striking and the accelerometer
response is analyzedby an FFT-analyser(here an HP 3562 A
Dynamic Signal Analyzer). Exciting by an impulse force
hammer (PCB 86M37) thefrequency response can be obtained
in a fast and efficient way. The pluck excitation with a finger
nail, c.f. Fig. 1, turned out to be easiest and most efficient
to use in the experiments, especially as we mainly intended
to measure the frequency of the resonance.
A special test block of a thickaluminium plate was made.
Its mass (200 g) was much larger than that of a bridge (2 g)
and its resonance frequencies above the range of interest
(above 10kHz). The block was machined to coarsely fit the
surface under the feet of the violin bridge and a bridge could
be fastened by sealing wax. Alternativelya layer of sealing
wax was applied, filed for accurate fit and the bridge was
fastened by clips and screws. During the experimentsit was
found that a 100 g clamp also could be used. The clamp
method demanded more care in fastening (clamping) at the
feet but no time was lost in fitting the surface to the feet arch.

SMALL WEIGHTS ATTACHED TO THE BRIDGE.
A bridge with much wood was selected. Its resonance
frequency measured in isolation (standard method with plucking) was 4.18 kHz and its mass 2.35 g. Two small masses,
together 0.26 g, were attached with waxat different positions

Figure 2. Sketch of violin bridge with a) positions of mass
loadings, and b) positions of wood removal.

ofinertia model (by estimating the effective moment of inertia for the different massloadings). The axis of rotation is
assumed to be in position 6, c.f. Fig. 2a (the position of almost
no frequency shift). The added moments of inertia are
calculated using Equation 2 (the squared distance from the
position of massloading to position 6 multiplied with the added
mass). The added moments of inertia, the frequency shifts and
Equation 1 give the effective moments of inertia, see Table
I. The average value is 4 x 10~7 kg m 2but it varies from 2.6
to 5.8 x 10-7 The moment of inertia model clearly
describes thefunction of the bridge more accurately than the
simple mass model.

(Fig. 2a). For the central (even-numbered)positions the masses
were attached close together. For the off-center (oddnumbered) positions the masses were symmetricallyplaced one
to the left and one to the right. Measured frequency shifts
of the "3 kHz peak" in response (c.f Fig. 3a) are given in Table
I.
The collected data can be used to estimate the effective
vibrating mass of the bridge according to the simple mass
model. A 10% frequency shift, i.e., the measured average
frequency shift for the added mass of 0.26 g, gives the effective vibrating mass to 1.2 g. Table I shows, however, that the
different positions of massloadings gave different frequency
shifts (from -17% to -1%). These differences imply that the
moment of inertia model may describe the function of the
bridge more accurately.
The collected data can also be used to test the moment

.

.

REMOVING WOOD FROM THE BRIDGE.
The bridge selected had much wood in position 1 (long
distance between the holes), see Fig. 2b. Wood was filed off
the bridge at four positions in steps. Bridge mass and the "3
kHz" resonance frequency were measured as before, see Table
11. Much wood was removed to giveclear resonance frequency shifts. The distance between the holes was initially23 mm

Table I. Frequency shifts for the different massloadings
(del m/m = 0.26/2.35), and effective moment of inertia

(c.f. Fig. 2a).
position del f/f% moment 10~ kgxm position del f/f% moment 10~7 kgxm 1
-11
5.2
1
-17
4.8
2
-13
4.4
4
-6
2.6
3
-8
5.8
6-1
0
5
frequency reproducibility in measurements better than 1 %
7

2
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Table 11. Resulting frequency shifts from mass shifts in different
positions (c.f. Fig. 2b), and different steps.
position

step 1

del f/f %
step 2

2

-10
+1.8

3

+5.3

+4.0

4

-2.4

-4.0

1

-18

step

3

del m/m %
step 1
step 2
step 3

-11

-1.1

-1.9

-

-2.4
-3.2

-4.3
-2.2

-4*

-3*

+4.3

-1.1

*experimental error, the total 4 + 3 = 7% was measured, but the first step not.

and it was filed to 16.5 mm. The arch was filed from flat to
a maximum of 4 mm, and a 3 mm wide band of the bridge
top was cut off.
The measurements indicate that wood removal in position 1 changes the frequency the most and decreases it
(approximately-10 x del m/m). In positions 2 and 3 the frequency is increased (approximately + 1 x del m/m) and in

position 4 decreased (approximately -1 x del m/m). The
frequency increases agree with theresults of the mass loading
experiments.

A SMALL MAGNET AS A GENERAL METHOD TO
MEASURE BRIDGE VIBRATIONS.
A more generaltest method was adopted. A small magnet
(0.024 g) was attached to the bridge (c.f. Fig. 1). Experimentallya frequency loweringwas obtained of somewhatless than
3% with the magnet attached (which is in agreement with
estimates by means of the moment of inertia model). Over a
small airgap an electric coil with an iron core gives a signal
proportionalto the bridge vibrations. This system can be used
with the bridge on rigid supports or on a violin.
BRIDGE WITH STRINGS.
A bridge to the experimentalviolin EJNS2 was selected.
First the bridge resonance was measured in isolation with the
small magnet attached. Thereafter the resonance frequency
was measured with the bridge feet fixed into a rigid jigg,
without and with an E-string in the A-string notch (Fig 3a).
It was found that the resonance frequency was rather independent of the E-string and its tuning as long as no partial coincided with thebridge frequency (frequency shifts <30 Hz).
When a string partial and a bridge resonance coincided typical
effects of coupled oscillations could be traced (two peaks
instead of one). (It should be mentioned that there are other
bending modes as at 750 Hz and 1400 Hz, which are suppressed by the strings. These modes were not investigated.)
The same measurements were made with each of the
other three strings and allfour strings set on. With the lower
strings and with four strings it became difficult to recognize
the bridge resonance without damping the string resonances.

It was found that the bridge resonance was little shifted, i.e.
within 2.61-2.59 kHz although difficult to read accurately for

four damped strings.
The bridge was fastened to the experimentalviolin with
sealing wax (the violin is not varnished) and the measurements
were repeated (Fig. 3b). The "3 kHz" bridge frequency was
loweredfrom 2.6 kHz in the rigid jigg to the range of 2.3-2.4
kHz. Thereafter strings were mounted in the same order as
with the jigg and the bridge responses were measured, c.f. the
response for the E-string (Fig. 3c). It was found that a clear
maximum(a peak) is obtained in the 2.3-2.4 kHz range. The
width of the peak was the smallest with the E-string only,
larger for the G-string and the largest with allfour strings (Fig.
3d). The bridge frequency is approximately the same whether
the violin without strings is rigidly clampedor laid on a plastic
sponge.(Note that the resonances of the violin body show in
the diagrams 3b-c, and that the main wood resonance is the
strongest peak of the diagrams).

TEST OF THE SUITABLE BRIDGE FREQUENCY
A final experiment on the resonance frequency of the
"isolated bridge" was made. From a standard bridge blank
(mass 3.26 g and resonance frequency 2.3 kHz) a bridge was
shaped (2.8 g and 2.83 kHz) for a violin. In playing the violin
it was judgedto be normal. By removingwood along the edges
(to 2.66 g and 3.03 kHz) the violin was judged to be better.
Further removal of wood outside the bridge holes (the ears
to 2.49 g and 3.22 kHz) the violin became stronger but with
a shawnlike timbre. By adding two small masses symmetrically
(together0.28, 0.54 and 1 .0 g) four bridge resonance frequencies were obtained at 3.22, 2.72, 2.43 and 2.02 kHz, respectively. The masses were attached and removedand the violin
was repeatedly tested by playing. Thereby it was found that
the violin sounded the best with "2.7kHz" bridge. The two
frequencies 2.72 and 3.03 are in reasonable agreement supporting previously found 2.9 kHz as optimum. Bridge experiments with a "fresh"violin indicated the 2.9 kHz as valid
not only for our experimental violin.
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PRACTICAL HINTS

®

A VIOLINMAKER'S WAY TO MEASURE THE BRIDGE
RESONANCE FREQUENCY ON A SPECIFIC VIOLIN
The presented results are of limited use without a practical way for the violin maker to measure the bridge resonance
frequency. Therefore it was tested if a player with violin and
bow could detect the bridge resonance frequency. Without
help of a spectrograph it was found difficult. However, by
removing all strings and resetting the E-string in the A-string
notch a monochord violin was obtained (c.f. Fig. 3c). This
couldbe played and when a partial coincided with the bridge
resonance the tone becameharder and stronger. With the fundamentalof the playedtoneor its octave coincidingwith the
bridge resonance a strong wolf was obtained. The frequency
was easily placed within plus minus a quartertonestep. The
method could be used by a maker in the workshop to test the
importance of the tuning of the bridge. Investigationsof the
test indicated that when a bridge on a violin gives a clear bridge
resonance, then the wolfis easily obtained (demands well-fitted
bridge feet and no sliding of the bridge on the top plate). It
is suggested that the interested violin maker investigate
whether the described test is good for him or her.
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ON TUNING OF BRIDGES

4

3

The collected data can be used for practical hints on
tuning of the "3 kHz resonance". The mass model and the
assumption that a 10% mass reduction in the upper part of
the bridge gives a 10% frequency increase provide a simple
way to estimate possible maximum frequency increases.
Thinning the uppermost part of the bridge 30% (a 10 mm
wide band) will increase the frequency 1 1 1%. A drastic thinning of the whole upper part 30% (a 20 mm wide band) will
increase the frequency 22%. By cutting away all mass outside the holes (a 4% mass shift) increases the frequency 4%.
Thus it seems hardly possibleto increase the frequency more
than say 15% and keep the usual bridge design.
In a similar way the frequency decrease can be estimated
by woodremoval in the positions marked 1 and 4 in Fig. 2c
and the measured frequency shifts from wood removing in
these positions. Removing wood in a 1 mm band in position
4 the arch reduces the mass approximately 1.5% and the
frequency is reduced 1.5% (the frequency shift is assumed to
equal the mass shift). Removing 1 mm woodat the inner edges
of the eyesreduces the mass approximately 1 % and thus the
frequency is lowered 10%. The resonance frequency of a
bridge should be easy to lower 15% by filing the inner edges
of the eyes. Minorfrequency loweringsare possibleby removing woodfrom the arch.
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QUALITY OF BRIDGE BLANKS
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The tuning rules give measuresfor maximum frequency
shifts from blank to a bridge. Assuming that a final frequency of 2.9 kHz is optimum, a qualitymeasure for bridge blanks
can be obtained. A set of bridge blanks was borrowed and
measured, see Table HI. The blanks were all of the make
"Aubert"and had closelythe same shape. For the two highest
qualities the measurements were made more in detail.
The resonance frequencies are approximately 2.4 kHz
which seems a bit low to be practical. Standard shaping of

FREQUENCY (kHz)
Figure 3. Frequency responses of bridge a) in jig without
(dashed line) and with E-string (solid line), b) without strings
and glued on violin (dashed line) and in jig (solidline), c) glued
on violin without (dashed line) and with E-string, and d) glued
on violin without and with four strings (solid line).
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Table 111. Measures of bridge blanks.
Quality no.

total mass

15
10
6
5

3.2 ± 0.2g

I

II
111
IV

2.9
3.3
2.7

effective mass resonance frequency bandwidth

0.3
0.1

0.96 g
1.02

0.13

a bridge will result in a resonance frequency of 2.6 kHz, c.f.
the section "test of the suitable bridgefrequency". To obtain
2.9 kHz care must be taken to remove wood onlyin the right
positions (2 and 3 in Fig. 2b). Tuning the bridge by opening
the eyes towards the center should be practical as it can be
done on a stringed violin. The measured blanks are not suited
for such fine tunings without a very careful selection of the
blank to be used. (Note that the variations in masses are considerably larger than those in resonance frequencies, which
should be expected from theory as the frequency is proportional to the squareroot of the mass, c.f., Equation 1).

CONCLUSIONS
Earlier experiments gave that the tonal quality was sensitive to the frequency of a bridge resonance in the 3 kHz
range, in this report called the "3 kHz resonance". For two
violins investigated the frequency should be 2.9 kHz when
measured "in isolation". By removing wood the frequency
could easily be lowered a considerable amount but only
moderatelyincreased. Investigations of a set of bridge blanks
indicated that the resonance frequency must be kept nearly
as high as possible and that only small loweringadjustments
are allowed. By removing all strings and resetting the E-string
in the A-string notch the resonance frequency of the bridge
can be determined within plus minus a quartertonestep (3%).
Such a method can be used in the maker's workshop to control the tuning of the bridge.

2.40 ± 0.08 kH;z
2.42 0.06
2.41 0.12
2.37 0.13

50-60
60-80
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Speed of sound and damping of spruce in relation to the direction of
grains and rays
Martin Schleske
Muller-BBM

Robert-Koch-Str. 11, D-8033 Planegg, Germany

ANISOTROPIC QUALITIES OF THE STRUCTURE
The fascinating architecture of spruce results in considerable anisotropic structural qualities [1,2]. Spruce consists
of tracheid cells, whose longitudinal axis is parallel to the axis
of the tree and are alignedwith the grain. These cells are more
or less regularly interrupted by the rays. The rays stiffen the
structure in radial direction to the axisof the tree. The grains
and the rays are cross-link united and together form the
stabilization system of the wood. The anisotropic structure
of the wood substance results in a considerable directional
dependenceofstiffness and damping. Figure 1 shows the orientation of thewood with respect to the longitudinal(L), radial
(R) and tangential axes (T).
In longitudinaldirection of the grains, thespeed of sound
is about four times as highas in the cross direction. This means
that the axial stiffness is sixteen times as high as the radial
stiffness. The damping in the direction of the grains amounts
to only 1/3 of the damping in cross direction of the grains.
This fundamental difference is well-known [3,4].
Speed of sound and damping in longitudinal direction
depend on the direction of the grains; in cross direction they
depend on the direction of the rays.

DEPENDENCE ON GRAIN DIRECTION
In order to determine the degree of this dependence, 10
wood strips of the same thickness were carved out of split
spruce. As is shown in Figure 1, the strips deviate from the
axial direction (longitudinal axis of the tree). Next, the first
free bending mode of the strips, which had been supported
at their two nodal lines, were measured in frequency and halfbandwidth. The experimental method was similar to that
employed and reported by Hutchins [s]. From theresults, the
speed of sound (as measured for the stiffness) and the loss
factor (as measured for the damping qualities) for the respective strips were calculated. The achieved quantities describe
the wood properties independent of the size of the specimen
tested.
Figure 2 shows the result of tests on ten specimens. The
longitudinal strip, which is exactly in the split direction (in
German Spalt) and has a = o°, has the highest speed of sound,
i.e. more than 5300 m/s. The speed of sound decreases conspicuously with the increasing deviation angle of the grains.
With a = 20° it amounts to only 3300 m/s.
Figure 3 shows thepercent changes of the speed of sound
and of the loss factor for the 10 specimens with a = 0° as
reference. The loss factor, ij , represents the
amount of vibrational damping of the wood. It
is related to the logarithmic decrement, 5 , as
reported by Schelleng [3], Haines [4], and
Hutchins [5] by rj = 8 lit.

Figure 1. Strips cut at several angles with respect
to the direction of the grains.
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Even minimal deviations from a = 0result in a decreaseof
the speed of sound and in an increase of the loss factor: At
the strip, for which a = s°, the speed of sound decreases by
7% while the loss factor increases by 19%. At 10°, the speed
ofsound decreasesby 17% while the lossfactor rises by 51 %.
At a deviationof 20 the speedof sound decreasesby 38%,

while the loss factor increases by 145% compared with the
longitudinalstrip which runs exactly in the split direction.
If we express this as a change of the Youngs modulus,
which results from speed of sound squared multipliedby the
density (not taking into account the Poisson interaction)the
Youngs modulus has decreased by 62%.

Figure 2. Speed of sound of spruce depending on the direction of grain

Figure 3. Speed of sound and loss-factor of spruce dependingon the direction of grain (L-direction).
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DEPENDENCE ON RAY DIRECTION
In order to determine howmuch the speed of sound and
the loss factor depend on the direction of therays, the same
test was carried out with spruce strips in cross direction.
As can be seen in Figure 4from the slice of a spruce trunk,
strips of the same thickness were cut which deviated progressivelyfrom the radial direction. With radial cuttings, the
rays are not intersected; if we inspect their end-grain, we
receognize the vertically "standing" rings. In the case of
chordal cuttings, the rays are intersectedand the strips have
diagonally "lying" rings.
Figure 5 shows the result of tests on thirteen crossdirection strips. Speed of sound for eleven chordal sections
which increasingly deviatefrom the radial section by the angle
/3 and the tangential section have been plotted. The vertical
axis again shows the speed of sound in m/s.
Theradial section has the highest speed of sound, i.e. 1600
m/s. It decreases as 0 increases. For j3 = 1 8 °, it is only 900
m/s, and for /3 = 55 °, it reaches its lowest point at 580 m/s.
For the pure tangentialsection, which gets a certain stiffness
by the tangentiallyarranged grains, the speed of sound is
greater then 1 100 m/s.

Figure 4. Orientations of cross direction strips with respect
to the direction of the rays.

Figure 5. Speed of sound of spruce depending on the direction of the rays.

Figure 6 shows the speed of sound for the radial section
as reference quantity and the percentage change of the speed
of sound and the loss factor for the chordal sections, and the
tangential section.
For /? s°, the speed ofsound decreases by 10% and
the loss factor increases by 6%. For j8 =11°, the speed of
sound decreasesby 26% and the loss factor increases by 19%.

—

For 0 = 55°, the speed of sound decreasesby 65%, and the
loss factor increases by 70% compared to the radial section.
For cuts approaching the tangentialsection the values
reverse their trends. The speed of sound of the tangential
section is 33% lower and its loss factor is 50% higher than
that of the radial section.
From experimentalresults not presented here, it should
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Figure 6. Speed of sound and loss-factor of spruce dependingon the direction of therays

be pointed out that with the longitudinalwood strips as well
as with the cross strips, the percentage change of speed of
sound and of the loss factordoes not depend on the thickness
within the different thickness-gradiation of the violin plates
of the samples.

INFLUENCE OF THE ARCHING ON THE

DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

If the violin maker takes the direction of the wood
into account in the arch design, he can deliberately
influence the dynamic qualities of the instrument.
In order to show this possibility, two different kinds of
arching strips were produced. As Figure 7 shows, some of the
strips were carved out ofsolid wood while others were originallyflat woodstrips which had been permanently bent with
the heatedrib bending tool. The eigenfrequencies of the stiffly
clamped arching profiles were measured and compared. As
the strips had the same form and thus the same form stiffness, the measured differences between the carved and the
bent strips are due to the stiffness of the wood structure.
Figure 8 shows the resonance frequencies of the stiffly
clampedarching profiles. On the right, you can see the shape
of the mode: it has a node in the middle. Under the flat strip,
you see the cross profiles which are increasingly bent. The
black bars visible in the diagram show the frequencies of the
bent strips while the grey bars show the frequencies of the
carved strips. This means that the black bars left represent
the frequency difference between the bent and the carved
arching strips of the same form.
First of all it is noteworthy that in both cases with an
increasing curvature the frequenciesfall. It is, however,evident
structure

Figure
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7. Carved and bent cross arching profiles.
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Figure 8. Arching: resonance-frequencies of bent and carved spruce strips (Ist mode#).
that the bent strips, whoserays have not been cut, have higher
frequencies, that means a higher stiffness than the carved ones,
whose rays have been cut the more steeply the higher the
arching is.
For a strip with a radius of 100 mm, which corresponds
to the arching profile of the top plate in the C-bout, the
frequency of the carved strip is 35% lower than that of the
respective bent strip.
With the longitudinalstrip, which corresponds to the
surface profile in longitudinaldirection, the differences are less
striking. Here, the frequency of the carved strip lies 7% under
the frequency of the bent one.
SURFACE ARCHING
If we take into account the direction of the grains and
rays within the top arching, the assumption that their direction affects the dynamic and static qualities of the violin top
plate is justified.As is well known, the top plate of the violin
consists of two radially cut small wedge boards. On the higher
longitudinalside, these are shaped in such a way that a roofshaped board developsfrom which the arching is made. This
method allows an optimal use of the anisotropic anatomy of
the wood structure:
The pipe-shaped grains run in the top arching in the
longitudinal direction and parallel to the surface level.
Thus they allow an optimal use of the longitudinal stiffness in the long middle range of the arching.
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SUMMARY

It has been shown that the elastic and the damping
qualitiesconsiderablydepend on the direction of the grain as
well as on the direction of the rays. Therefore the static and
dynamic qualities of the arching, which determine the individual resonance qualities of the instrument-plates, can be
deliberately influenced by the violin maker. This is the case
if he strives to feel the direction of the grains and the rays
each time he carves and surfaces the arching and if he then
uses this direction for the distribution of the stiffness and
decoupling.
Moreover, it should be noted that with the strips as with
the profiles, the orientation of the rays has a far greater
influence on the cross properties than the orientation of the
grains has on the longitudinal properties.
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About the physical properties of wood of twentieth century violins
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ABSTRACT
This paper is a pluridisciplinary attempt to trace the
structural parameters of importancefor explainingthe singular
behaviour of resonance wood used for the top of CM.
Hutchins' violins.
The first section deals with the investigation of elastic
properties of this material using the ultrasonic velocity method
and dynamic bending method in the audible range of frequency. In the ultrasonic domain the velocities of longitudinal
and transversal waves were measured for computationof stiffnesses and for estimation of wood anisotropy through the
acoustic invariants. In the audible frequency range, the
Young's moduli and the internal friction values were
estimated.
The acoustic overall parameters were related to some
structural characteristics determined by X-ray densitometric
and diffraction techniques (index of crystallinity, microfibril
angle, density components, index of regularity of annual rings,
proportion of latewood in annual ring).
All analysed specimens are characterised by high
longitudinal velocities and Young's moduli, lowshear velocity in transversalplane and relatively low density. The exceptionally low values of microfibril angle is to be noted.
The acoustic anisotropy expressedby the ratio of acoustic
invariants is higher than that of common spruce. The regularity of the structure is a parameter to be mentioned.
INTRODUCTION
Resonance wood species, and especially resonance spruce,
are receiving more and more attention from wood scientists
as regards both their selection and the possible effects of
accelerated drying, heat and chemical treatment on their
mechanical behaviour.
Considering that violin makers traditionally select their
boards according to anatomical criteria supplemented with
rather crude bending testing, this paper aims to trace therelationships that might exist betweenresonance spruce organisation and its widelyaccepted exceptionalelastic and acoustical

behaviour.
Leaving aside criteria obviously related to their ease to
shape spruce material, violin and piano makers traditionally
select their wood according to a series of criteria regarding
grain, texture and density. To start with, a perfectly straight
grain is imperative for soundboards. Other criteria concern
the annual ring constitution; the proportion of latewood in
the ring is typically of the order of 1/4 and the discrepancy
between the respective densities of latewood and earlywood
must be as wide as possible typically 900 kg/m3and 280
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kg/m3so that the overall density is maintained around 400
kg/m3. A smooth transition between earlywoodand latewood
is generallypreferred and the "Rotholz" (compression wood
found in conifers) must be rejected. The generalfeeling is that
a regular structure is the primary requirement for soundboards.
Final selection is achieved through bending tests and the result
is that soundboards are made from wood pieces presenting
a similar characteristic elastic behaviour [13, 14].
Some criteria among those listed above are obviously
concerned with the aesthetical aspects of the instrument.
However, the key to the elastic and acoustical behaviour of
resonance spruce can alsobe partially extractedfrom this series
of empirical rules.
Relating the mechanical properties of wood to its basic
structural organisationhas been the object of manyresearches.
Among these, special interestis generally devoted to cellulosic
microfibrils as a major parameter of influence on elastic and
strength behaviour [12, 13, 14].
In the case of resonance spruce, selected as a particular
case of wood material presenting high mechanical performances, the approach must besomewhat different inasmuch
as the attention must be devoted to the question of "how
singular elastic properties can be related to a specific set of
structural characteristics"?
The aim of this paper is therefore to investigate the influence of structural organisation of spruce material on its
overall elastic behaviour. To this purpose, different nondestructive techniques, such as ultrasonics and X-rays have
been combined to light and scanning microscopy and to
elementary macroscopic characterisation methods.
This work is part of a study of spruce and maple for 10
violins obtainedfrom Andreas Gleissner in Germanyin 1979.
Strips were cut both along and across the grain from their 10
spruce and 10 maple fliches and the joined tops and backs
built into 10 conventional violins by CM. Hutchins. Two
reports on this work have been published so far [9, 10]. The
latter report includes information on four violins complete at
the time. Further work is in process to give plate tuning
parameters as well as tone and playing qualities of all 10
violins.
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
Among the numerous methods available for both elastic
properties and structure characterisation, the following set was
selected:
elastic properties - the ultrasonic velocity method and
dynamic bending in the audible frequency range.
light microscopy and
structural characterisation

—
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microscopic X-ray densitometric analysis and X-ray diffraction analysis.
The ultrasonic evaluation of wood elastic properties was
achieved experimentallythrough time analysis of ultrasonic
probe signals. A conventional transmittingpulse techniquewas
selected and the stiffnesses were deduced from the velocity
of propagation of ultrasonic waves along different directions
in the material [2 and 6]. Compressional and shear waves
velocities were measured using a wideband IMHz transducers.
A conventional low frequency dynamic method was also
applied to all specimens to assure the validity of ultrasonic
velocity measurements for elastic properties assessment. It
provides information regarding both longitudinal and radial
Young's moduli, as well as internal friction [6].
Turning now to tracing wood structural features, essential for the understanding of wood elastic behaviour, light
microscopy and densitometric analysis were first introduced
to the purpose of investigating the typical cell distribution
pattern of resonance wood. This motivation derivesfrom the
traditional criteria used by violin makers in selecting
appropriate wood specimens.
With regard to tracheids (softwood cells) length estimation, a conventional microscopic method following initial
delignification of small wooden blocks was applied. The
reported mean latewood tracheid lengths are the result of an
average over at least 50 cells.
Furthermore it is now widely admitted that ultrastructural features of woodcell wallsare closely related to overall
mechanical properties of the material. In our approach, the
microfibril angle was selected as a parameter of major importance for the investigation of spruce elastic behaviour. The
microfibril angle (MFA) is the angle between thelongitudinal
axis of thecell and the direction of the microfibrils in the cell
wall. In this case the MFA, i.e. the steepness of helically
windingcellulosic fibrils in the S2 layer of latewood tracheids,
was estimated by X-ray diffaction analysis. Rolled up radial
sections 40 /.m thick were submitted to CuK a radiation, thus
permitting averaging over many annual rings.
X-ray diffraction patterns were directly produced and
recorded on a strip chart by equipment including a spectrometer and a Geiger counter. The MFA was estimated from
meridional diffraction trace, i.e. involving the (040)
crystallographic plane of the unit cell of cellulose in Meyer
and Misch's notation. Computerised peak separation was
achieved following a procedure described in [1, 5, 11 J.
It is generally accepted that this technique is more
sensitive to steep microfibril orientation in latewood tracheids
than to the more inclined and thinner earlywood cells.
To complete this measurementoffibril angle and include
some estimate ofits distribution function in the sample,polarising microscopy techniques are available.
Finally, one way to estimate the proportion of perfectly
ordered cellulose in microfibrils (that consist of a purely
crystalline core surrounded laterallyby cellulosic materials of
a lower degree of order and amorphous lignin) in a given
specimen is to proceed toequatorial X-ray diffraction, involving the (101), (101), (002) crystalographic planes. The diffractioncharts can then be analysedin terms of the relative index
of crystallinity.

SPECIMENS
Carleen M. Hutchins, noted for her work on violin plates,
[7] initiated this multilateral approach to resonance spruce by
selecting 10 specimens she used for violin soundboards. In
consideration of her exceptional comprehension of violin
acoustics, the series of experimentsreported in the following
pages can be assumed to concern genuine resonance specimens. The samples' identification notation was established by
CM. Hutchins and hasbeen retained sinceresults concerning the same series of specimens have already appearedin the
literature [8] and corresponds to already made instruments.
The series of experimentsreported in this paper are based on
two specimen types: radial and longitudinalstrips, cut from
violin soundboard.
Dimensions ofradial strips (Figure 1) were 100 (R) x 10
(L x 7 (T) mm and of longitudinalstrips were 200 (L) x 20
(R) X 10 (T) mm. It is worthwhile pointing out that similar
specimens can be cut from any violin soundboard and kept
as control samples.
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Figure 1.: Transversal section of specimens analysed in this
experiment, showing the distribution of earlywood and
latewood in annual ring (from upper to lower down the
numbers corresponds to the number of CM. Hutchins instruments. (261,262,264,265,266,267,268,269,270,271).

Those peculiar specimens are particularly useful in the
performance of dynamic frequency tests. Furthermore, two
different cuts of strips permit one to check the values of
ultrasonic velocities.
Rolled up radial sections 40 /.m thick have been used in
order to introduce some idea of the MFA. This type of
specimen was preferred to the conventional block specimen.
The reader is reminded that the adopted sample type is
expected to yield averagevalues over both radial and tangential walls.
RESULTS

The first stageof this study of resonance spruce deals with
the estimation of its overall elastic behaviour. Here wood is
considered to be a homogeneous anisotropic material.
Thesecond stage is concerned with tracing the structural
inhomogeneities that produce the characteristic anisotropic
features of this species.
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1. ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC BEHAVIOUR OF
RESONANCE SPRUCE
a) In the ultrasonic field
Theresults for ultrasonic velocities obtained from the 10
samples under investigation are summarized in Table 1 Discussion of theresults in terms of velocity ratios and velocity invariants provides a powerful tool for anisotropy investigation
(Table 2). Comparingthe results obtainedfor common spruce
[2] with those of resonance spruce, clearly shows that
resonance spruce is characterised by a much wider discrepancy between the longitudinalaxis on the one handand theradial
and tangential axes on the other hand.
Considering that the V22/V33 ratio remains sensibly
constant for common and resonance spruce, the selection of
the peculiar species for resonance purposes relies on its
exceptionalbehaviour along the longitudinal axis. Stress will
therefore be laid on longitudinalparameters in the section dealing with structural characterisation ofresonance spruce. The
results for velocity invariants further assert this tendency. The
global quantity I = 123 / (112 + In ) / 2 has been introduced
in Table 2 for thepurpose of marking the distinction between
the transverse plane and the two other planes which both involve the longitudinalaxis. As expected, resonance spruce is

.

characterised by low I values ranging from 0.30 to 0.36,
whereas typical values for common spruce and beech are
respectively 0.36 or more and 0.52. The overall velocity
invariant and the intermediatequantities112, 113 and 123are more
suited than simple velocityratios to overall anisotropyestimation inasmuch as they involve both compressional and shear
waves and thus fully characterise each plane of elastic symmetry. They willprove particularlyuseful at a later stage, when
overall elastic behaviour is discussed in relation to structural
parameters. A first conclusion concerns the choice of an
appropriate symmetry for resonance spruce. The low values
for the overall invariant I* clearly asserts the predominance
of the longitudinal tracheids elastic behaviour; this tends to
designate the transverse isotropic symmetry as best suited for
resonance spruce investigation.
b) In the audible frequency range
The dynamic bending method yields the results for both
El and Er, presented in Table 3. These are supplemented
with information regarding damping properties in frequency
range 350-750 Hz. This shows that, as expected, resonance
spruce is characterized by low internal friction and high
Young's modulus in longitudinal direction.

Table 1: Ultrasonic veloities along the sy metry axes of resonance spruce assuming orthotropic behaviour.
I
ULTRASONIC VELOCITIES (m/s)
DENSITY
Transverse waves
(Kg/m3)
Longitudinal waves
SPECIMEN
v„
v35
v„
V22
V33

v«

261

420

5810

1489

916

491

1192

262

420

5527

1554

1016

368

1100

1131

264

400

5852

1489

1042

364

951

1111

265

440

5830

1384

853

402

1024

266

400

5085

1560

1081

392

1027

1158

267

490

5626

1572

941

378

1104

1104

268

420

5697

1625

864

388

1046

1074

269

440

5776

1379

1188

365

1065

1118

270

380

5600

1589

1028

390

1085

1056

271

450

5339

1575

963

422

1144

1114

Spruce common

485

5353

1580

1146

487

1230

1322

N.B.

— data from [2] for common Spruce
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Table 2: Anisotrop of resonance spruce expressed in :erms of acoustical parameters.
SPECIMEN

INVARIANTS (m/s)
IN ANISOTROPIC PLANES GLOBAL

RATIO OF VELOCITIES

I

ratio

VJVa

V„/V 33

V^/V*

Iv

1.3

123

I*

Wl*

261

3.9

6.3

1.6

3115

3041

941

3078

0.306

262

3.6

5.4

1.5

2980

2915

964

2947.5

0.327

264

3.9

5.6

1.4

3120

3047

944

3083.5

0.306

266

3.2

4.7

1.4

2783

2699

989

2741

0.360

267

3.6

6.0

1.7

3023

2957

954

2990

0.319

268

3.5

6.6

1.9

3058

2974

960

3016

0.318

269

4.2

4.9

1.2

3073

3043

946

3058

0.309

270

3.5

5.5

1.5

3005

2948

986

2976.5

0.331

271

3.4

5.5

1.6

2893

2831

970

2862

0.339

Spruce**

3.4

4.7

1.4

2945

2874

1033

2910

0.355

265

I* = d.2 +

Il3)

/2

**N.B.

—

data from [2] for common Spruce

Figure 2.: Details of anatomical structure corresponding to different anisotropic planes are shown into the micrographs:
2(a): Specimen 267 (x 12,5)-Transversesection, or, the RT plane. Abrupt transition between latewood and earlywood
in annual rings. Note the presence of sporadic normal resin canals in latewood zone.
2(b): Specimen 269 (x 12,5)-Tangential section, or, the LT plane. Several uniseriate and multiseriate rays can be seen
between tracheids. Normal resin canals are present in multiseriate rays.
2(c): Specimen 264 (x 12,5)-Radial section, or, the LR plane. Tracheids and numerous rays are present in latewood
and earlywood zones of the annual ring.
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Table 3: Stiffn :sses, Young's loduli and internal friction in reson mcc spruce.
I DENSITY
STIFFNESSES
I YOUNG'S MODULI
(MPA x 102 )
(Kg/m3)
(MPA x 102)
SPECIMEN
141.8

C22
9.3

C33
3.5

261

420

262

420

264

400

137.0

8.9

4.3

265

440

150.3

8.4

3.2

266

400

103.4

9.7

4.7

267

490

155.1

12.1

4.3

268

420

136.3

11.1

3.1

269

440

146.8

8.4

270

380

119.2

9.6

4.0

271

450

128.3

11.2

4.2

128.3

10.1

4.3

INTERNAL
FRICTION

EL

Er

Sr

5l

131.6
(-)

7.3

0.0592

0.01755

(-)

(-)

(-)

129.4

7.7

(136.0)

(8.8)

0.0599

(0.052)

138.2

8.0

0.0542

(151.0)

(9.37)

(0.048)

(0.0165)

(-)

(-)

(0.0604)

(0.0151)

8.1

0.0714

(9.8)

(0.047)

8.3
95.6
(103.5)

6.2

0.01920
(0.0168)

0.01839
0.01950

0.01795

(0.0185)

134.0

8.6

0.0643

0.01802

(143.0)

(11.7)

(0.052)

(0.0178)

120.4

8.5

0.0640

0.01915

(173.0)

(11.3)

(0.054)

(0.0168)

189.4

7.0
(-)

0.0586

0.02036

(-)

(-)

(-)

126.4
(141.0)

(9.13)

(0.046)

(146.5)

(11.4)

0.0668

(0.0168)

0.0738
(0.049)

(0.0189)

*The values in parentheses are those cited by Hutchins [9]. The relationship between the logarithmic decrement
8 and the quality factor Q reported in [9] is 6 = x/Q. Some differences could be observed in the values of
Young's Moduli and logarithmic decrement 6 L ; 6r, probably due to the accuracy of frequency measurements,
determined by the apparatus used.

Table 4: S ructural Parameters

I

DENSITY COMPONENTS
Mm
Max
Average
SPECIMENS
(kg/m3)
(kg/m3)
(Kg/m3)

CHARACTERISTICS OF
ANNUAL RING
INDEX
OF
Ring
Latewood Index of
spacing proportion regularity CRYSTALLINITY
(%)
(%)
(mm)

MICROFIBRIL
ANGLE
6
Average |
<°)

TRACHEIDS
LENGTH
Average |
6
(mm)

261

420

242

965

1.7

23

0.43

38.0

3.28

7.59

4.00

0.552

262

420

249

941

1.4

23

0.33

37.0

3.30

7.85

3.62

0.578

264

400

240

952

1.7

25

0.45

38.5

2.62

6.87

4.31

0.434

265

440

289

886

1.3

31

0.56

35.0

3.92

7.97

4.41

0.434

266

400

229

870

1.5

23

0.37

38.0

2.94

7.90

3.42

0.478

267

490

270

877

1.2

18

0.47

38.5

4.11

7.72

4.81

0.422

268

420

220

967

1.4

19

0.64

39.0

3.17

7.33

4.50

0.533

269

440

245

936

1.9

25

0.52

35.5

4.08

8.01

4.20

0.405

270

380

237

927

1.7

23

0.70

33.0

3.20

9.23

4.00

0.650

271

450

280

927

1.3

26

0.58

30.0

7.95

13.76

4.05

0.482
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2. HETEROGENEITY OF RESONANCE SPRUCE
Structural characterisation was conducted at two different levels:
annual ring organisation and morphological character-

—
—

isation,

crystalline properties investigation.
With regards to the annual ring organisation, therespecproportions
of earlywoodandlatewood can be appreciated
tive
from Figures 1 and 2. For all specimens the proportion in the
ring hardlyever exceeds 25%. Densitometric analysis permits
further inquiry into the annual ring organisationon a more
quantitativescale. In the case of sample 264, corresponding
to Figure 2(c), the maximum densityreaches 952 kg/m3and
the minimum goes down to 240 kg/m3with an average density of 400 kg/m3. Wider discrepancies can be found among
the 10 specimens under investigation listed in Table 4.
Figure 2 also permits appreciation of the respective
proportion ofanatomical elements. The predominanceof axial tracheids is evident. Axial resin canals are few (22/cm2)
and small (0.125 /.m) as appears in Figure 2(a). Tangential
views (Figure 2(b)) show even smaller transverse resin canals
in fusiform rays. Rays are of two types: numerous uniseriate
rays (80-100/cm2) rarelyexceeding 10cells in height and scattered fusiform rays surrounding resin canal. Uniseriate rays
are thin and regularly spaced. The predominance of regular
axial tracheids is obviously linked to the remarkable
longitudinalelasic behaviour of resonance spruce. As a result,
whereas wood material is generallyrepresented as a network
of axial andradial elements, the simpler model ofaxial tapered
tubes embeddedin a matrix is best suited to the investigation
of that particular spruce behaviour. This is in agreement with
the results obtained for the ultrasonic velocities and stiffness
terms in the former section.
Bearing in mind that the objective of this series of experiments is to trace structure-governed elastic properties, it
was decided to concentrate on tracheids for further appreciation of the relationship.
The diameter of resonance spruce earlywood tracheids
typicallyranges between 20 and 40 /*m. Latewood tracheids
are smaller, characterised by a very reduced lumen and a
regular square shape.
The thick tracheid walls and therfore high density of
latewood indicates that elastic and acoustical behaviour is
intimatelyrelated to that portion of thering. Therefore typical
latewood tracheid length and distribution were estimated
(Figure 3).
The final stage of this structural investigationdeals with
crystalline microfibril characterisation in latewood tracheids
wall. The microfibril orientation is the S2 layer of latewood
tracheids was measured. The exceptionally low values for the
microfibril angle are in good agreement with results obtained
by Norimoto et al. [10, 1 1]. Polarisingmicroscopy was used
to check MFA values obtained by X-ray diffraction technique
and to estimate their distribution.
Polarisingmicroscopy was applied to estimate the fibril
angle distribution, on a more accurate basis, in the same test
specimen (Table 5). In the case of sample 271, X-ray diffraction analysisyielded the largest valueof 8 °. This is obviously
characteristic of latewood tracheids since earlywood cells

Figure

3.: Tracheids length distribution. Histograms.

Table 5: Estimation of microfibril angle distribution
from complementary techniques: X-ray diffraction
analysis, polarising microscopy.
Samples

X-ray technique (°) Polarised microscopy (°)
MFA standard earlywood latewood
range
range
deviation

Spruce:

266
269
271

*

HINOKI

3.0

4.0
7.6

7.90
8.01
13.76

11... 30

8... 15
12 30

...

1.5... 9
1... 8
4... 12

3.8
4

*NB = data from Norimoto et al. [12].
yielded values of the angle ranging between 12° and 30°.
Sample 269 characterised by very high elastic properties along
the longitudinalaxis yielded an average angle of 4 °, as determined the the X-ray diffraction technique. Polarising
microscopy permits going one stepfurther in this analysis and
indicates that latewood MFA range between 1° and 6°,
whereas earlywoodangles are confined to the interval 8 ° to
15 °. Finally, whereas the average value of the angle for 266
sample is very small, polarising microscopy permits one to
appreciate the extremely irregular distribution of microfibrilar

Rocaboy and Bucur: About physical properties of wood
Steeper angles with respect to the tracheids axis and
narrow distribution around the mean value in S2 layer, correspond to an increase in elasticity modulus along that axis.
The highultrasonic velocities and very small microfibril angles
involved are a further indication of the extent to which these
quantities can be related (samples 264, 266, 271).
Sample 266 however, comes as a contradiction to this
statement, butfurther investigationshows that this specimen
exhibits some of thecharacteristic features ofreaction wood:
rounded tracheids cross sections in latewood, pronounced
checks in the tracheids walls, distorted tracheids tips and the
smallest value for average tracheids length and high value for
the coefficient of variation. Thereduced value for longitudinal
elastic modulus is thus in agreement with reported results for
reaction wood reported by Norimoto [13].
For specimens of similar microfibrillar orientation, variations in longitudinalelastic properties are best accounted for
in terms of tracheids length distribution and coefficient of
variation. Comparing samples 261 and 270, the distribution
patterns related to structural elements appears to be a relevant criterion.
However, further investigation of the regularity of the
tracheids pattern would involve careful examination of the
junction between tracheids, the length of overlapping,angle
of apex and thickness of intercellular layer.
An obvious improvementon the understanding of the
interaction acoustic waves-wood structure can be obtained if
internal friction phenomenon is considered. In the present
series of experiments, longitudinal logarithmic decrement
concerns the dampingof bending vibrations in the frequency
range 500 to 750 Hz. Whereas genuineresonance spruce is

orientation, which influences overall mechanical properties.
However, the polarising microscopic methodremains terribly
tedious compared to X-ray diffraction procedure. In future
investigations improvement such as Boyd suggested [1] must
therefore be introduced in the analysis of diffraction charts;
in the present series of results, the distribution of MFA can
only be estimated through the standard deviation on the
computed

Gaussian function.

Finally, one way of estimating the proportion of perfectly ordered cellulose in microfibrils is to estimate the degree
of crystallinity. Analysis of the compound diffractograms
yielded the datareported in Table 4.

DISCUSSION OF STRUCTURE GOVERNED ELASTIC
BEHAVIOUR AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is well known that resonance spruce is characterised
by high values of elastic constants and ultrasonic velocities
in the longitudinal direction [12, 13]. This uniqueness is best
accounted for in terms of the structural parameters as average
tracheid length and tracheids length distribution, at anatomical
level and on the other hand, average microfibril angle in S2
layer and MFA distribution, at the ultrastructural level. In
Figure 4 several correlations between those parameters are
given.

expected to yield low values for 61, the structural parameters
governing internal friction in wood are not necessarily those
influencing its elastic moduli. The respective viscoelastic
properties of the cell wall and intercellular matrix are important factors in this phenomenon.However, by considering that
internal friction is at its lowest along the longitudinal axis
where anatomical elements are comparativelylonger than
along any other direction, discussion of theresults for 5l can
be attempted in relation to the tracheid pattern.
As a conclusion of these singular elastic properties, the
introduction of a quantity characterising the regularity of
spruce microstructure seems imperative for assessing its
suitability to soundboard making. However, thepoint of major
concern remains that of the anatomical elements to be taken
into account. The above developedconsiderations would suggest involvingboth microfibril angle and tracheids length and
corresponding coefficient of variation.
The results for relative indices of crystallinity show very
little variations, and are in agreement with those reported in
theliterature. Although once againsample 271 stands out with
the minimum value of 30%. Furthermore it was decided to
neglect the contribution of the values of crystallinity index
to acoustic properties studied in this papersince all investigated
samples are roughly of the same age.
The selected ultrasonic method permits one to proceed
one step further in estimating the overall elastic behaviour.
The low values observedfor the globalacoustic invariant
I, clearly assert the predominanceof elastic properties along

Figure 4.: Correlations between some elastic and structural
parameters.
a) Relationship

between tracheids length and stiffness

modulus Cn
b) Relationship between microfibril angle and index of
crystallinity.
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the longitudinal axis as a critical parameter for resonance
spruce

selection.

On the other hand, violin makers always insist on the
importance of growthring pattern for acoustic properties. The
ring pattern is mirrored in the acoustic parameters
characteristics of transverse plane, i.e. 123. The corresponding
values for 123 can thus be related to annual ring structure of
the test samples. Indication of the ring spacing distribution
can be obtained from X-ray densitometric analysis (Table 4),
when computed into an index of regularity of the annual ring,
i.e. the difference of the two extreme annual ring widths to
the maximum annual ring spacing in the specimen. In this
series of samples, values range between 0.3 and 0.7.
The curve obtained by plotting 123 as a function of this
annual ring regularity index can be approximatedto a second
order function with a minimum corresponding to an index
of 0.4 to 0.5 (Figure 5). It is worth emphasizing that the
contribution of transverse organisation on elastic behaviour
in cross section is thus taken into consideration. The specimens
located at the minimum of thecurve correspond to those with
typical resonance spruce behaviour along the longitudinalaxis
(highest longitudinalelastic moduli). This indicates that selection procedures could be based on minimal values for the
global acoustic invariant I, providing a minimum contributionof the transversal planeorganisation.This is in agreement
with our previous statement that resonance spruce tends
towards transverse isotropic behaviour.

on X-ray diffraction method at the University of Tokyo,
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Relative influence of plate arching and plate thickness patterns on
violin back free plate tuning
Oliver E. Rodgers
University ofDelaware,

Newark, Delaware 19711

ABSTRACT

Two related questions are addressed: When trying to
achieve a target free plate frequency in a violin back plate,
what are the changes that must be made in the thickness
patterns when the arching is altered? How do the frequencies
and vibration patterns of a violin back plate which is supported
at theribs change when the arching or the free plating tuning
frequencies are changed? Finite element analyses were made
of four back plates with different arching patterns in bothfree
plate and edge supported configurations. The plates, when
tuned to have identical free plate frequencies for Modes II
and V, do not have the same frequencies when vibrating in
an edgesupported configuration. This work points to the need
to do controlled finite element analyses of detailed variations
of the complete violin corpus.
INTRODUCTION
Free plate tuning of violin top and back plates has been
practiced for many generations. The traditional tap tone
methods of determining vibrating frequencies have been
augmented inrecent decades by "shaker tables" which use fine
particles to reveal the Chladni patterns. The work of Hutchins,
in particular, has indicated that three modes, the first, second,
andfifth, are importantin free plate tuning. She has developed
some empirical rules for the relation of frequencies of the
modes in a plateand for the relation of the corresponding mode
frequenciesin top and back plates which, if followed, produce
assembled violins with very good sound [1,2].
There is not the slightest doubt that these empirical rules
do work within the limits of the design parameters of
Stradivarius designs moderate arching heights and arches
which slope gentlystarting near thebridge location. However,
the question of why they work is a technically difficult one
that remains unsolved. What is it about free plate tuning that
causes an assembled instrument containing tuned plates to
have the desirable frequencies for its complex natural modes
of vibration? Are there limits in the range of design variables
of the basic instrument thathave to be observed in order that
the tuning rules can operate?
Very little work has been done focusing on the effect of
changes in thickness patterns on the frequencies of supported
violin plates. Jansson and Niewczyk have recently reported
on an experimentalinvestigation in which plates were thinned
and the changes in frequencies noted both as free plates and
supported in two different ways [13]. Changes in the supported
frequencies were small as compared to the changes in thefree
plate frequencies.
This work is a small contribution toward answering the
questions above by concentrating on the question of how
much difference the amount and nature of the arching of a
tuned back plate makes in the way in which the back plate
vibrates in the free plate mode and when its edges are
supported as they are in an assembled instrument. The aim
is to provide information of use to an informed maker.

—

The development of the finite analysis method of
analyzing the vibration behavior of complicated elastic systems
has opened the door to the study of the detailed vibrating
behavior of the components of violins and fully assembled
instruments. It is an excellent way to answer "what if
questions about complex elastic systems, for detailed changes
can be systematically made and results studied. The author
has used the method with success to study some of the
variables that affect the behavior offree plates. The effect of
variations in the elastic properties of wood on free plate
frequencies has been analyzed and a determination made of
which elastic properties are important in wood selection [3].
An exhaustive set of calculations by the author of the effect
of local wood removal in two backs with the same arching
and different thickness patterns and in one top blank has
produced some very practical guidelines for violin makers to
use in tuning plates [10]. Other investigatorshave foundfinite
element analysis methods helpful. Schumacher has used the
method to study the effect of arching in a simplified shell
structure [4]. Rubin has published the results of a finite element
analysis of both a top plate and a back plate [s]. Richardson
et al computedfree platefrequencies of a top and a back plate
and compared them with experimentalresults [6]. Jansson et
al have used the finite element analysis method to support
work toward understandingplatetuning methods [7]. And last,
but not least, Knott has done a finite element analysis of a
somewhat simplified model of an entire violin, including strings
[B].
In this paper the finite element analysis method is used
to study the effects of two differentkinds of arching variations
by calculatingvibratingfrequencies of plates both in the free
state and when they are supported at the rib line. All of the
plates had the same outline. In one calculation set, the
proportions of the arching patterns were not changed from
the baseline arching of a typical Stradivarius instrument, but
the amount of arching in a back platewas increased by about
40%. In the other calculation set, the nature of the arching
patterns was changed in two steps from theusual Stradivarius
arching toward the rather barrel shaped arches of the Stainer
design. Free plate frequencies were first calculated for pairs
of plates which had different arching patterns but the same
thickness patterns. The thickness patterns of one of each pair
were then altered until it had the same frequencies for Mode
2 and Mode 5 as the unaltered one of the pair. The results
of these calculations can be used to define the rough
equivalence of arching and thickness changes necessary to
achieve a givenchangein free platefrequencies and how the
equivalencechanges with three specific changes to arching
patterns.

To simulate the behavior of back plates assembled in a
violin corpus, natural frequencies were calculated for each
group having different arches but the same free plate
frequencies when they were supported at the rib line in two
different ways quiterigidly and when supported vertically

—
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with no additional restraints. The differences in frequencies
in each pair provide some clues to help answer the two
questions stated in the abstract.
THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The finite element method has become a standard way
analyzing
of
elastic structures for stresses and strains andfor
dynamic conditions. The model usedby the authoris the same
one used in previous work on plate vibrations and is described
in previous papers [3]. A thin shell element was used, in which
it is assumed that variations in stresses perpendicular to the
plane of the element are negligible and that the principal
directions of the material stiffness matrix lie in the plane of
the element. The same patterns of finite elements were also
used. The finite element program, SUPERB, developed by
SDRC, Columbus, Ohio, has been usedby the author because
of its availabilityat the University ofDelaware and its ability
to handle orthotopic elastic properties of wood. The elastic
properties of maple used for this analysis are givenin Table
1. The wood density was taken to be 0.7 gms./cc.

Table 1. Maple Wood Elastic Properties

at the centerline falls away immediatelyfrom the maximum
near thebridge location. In Case 3, the maximum arch height
is maintained until the end of the C bout region. In Case 4
it is maintained in both bouts until the maximum width point.
The fourth case resembles the classic Stainer arch pattern in
general arch proportions.
It should be pointed out that the arching definition used
in this analysisis different from the one used by violin makers.
The maker defines arch height as the difference in height
between the glue jointof the plate and the height of the top
surface of the plate. In engineeringanalysis,however, it is the
middle surface of the plate thickness that determines the
arching for stiffness analysis. Theviolin maker's definition thus
adds to the engineeringarching value one half of the thickness
of the plate at its edge and one half of the thickness at the
point of measurement. (See Figure 2.) In this paper, arching
is described by engineeringvalues. As thickness changes were
made in tuning the plates the engineeringarchingheight was
kept the same. The arching as measured by the violin maker,
however, was changing at each location by an amountequal
to one half of the thickness change, increasing if the thickness
was increased and decreasing when the thickness was
decreased.

(Mega Pascals)

EXx 2,000
Eyy 10,000

"

GXy 1,600

G xz 720
Gyz 1,600
Hxy
-092
Figure 2. Comparison of Engineering Arching and Violin
Makers Arching Conventions.
VA violin maker's arch height
EA engineering arch height

PLATE ARCHES
Figure 1 shows the four different arches used in the
analyses. The base case arching is that shown for a typical
Stradivarius violin back in Sacconi's book on Stradivarius and
his instruments [9]. Case 2 arching was obtained by multiplying
the arching value (z coordinate) at each node location in the
a large step by violin making
base case plate by 1.4
standards. This second arching, therefore, does not differ in
proportions from the first, but only in amount. The third and
fourth arching patterns have the same maximum arch height
as the base case arching but differ from the base case in the
extentto which the maximum arching height is maintained
in the upper and lower bouts. In the base case, the arching

FREE PLATE TUNING
A. Arching Effects on Mode #2 and Mode #5 Frequencies
The first question of interest is how the archinginfluences
frequencies. Calculations were made to determine
plate
free
the Mode 2 and Mode 5 frequencies of theplates with different
arching when the thicknesses were identical to those of the
base case. Theresults are shown in Table 2 in the left hand
portion. It can be seen that increased arching of anykind raises
thefree platefrequencies. A 40% uniform increase in arching
height produced an increase of 4.6% increase in Mode 2
frequency and 9.7% in Mode 5 frequency (Case 2). The
intermediate barrel arch achieves more than half thefrequency
increase of the 140% arch. Case 4, the extreme barrel arch,
achieves almost the same increase as the 140% arch in Mode
2 but only about half as much increase in Mode 5 frequency.
Arching Change Interrelationships
B. Thickness
Is it possible, practically, to compensatefor the influence
of arching by thickness changes? By trial and error, thickness
patterns were developedfor all six cases whichcaused thebase
case plate to have the frequencies of the increased arch cases
and the arched plates to have thesame frequenciesas thebase
case plate. The trial and error process was ended when each
difference in frequency had beenreduced to 2.5% of its initial
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Table 2. Free Plate Frequencies of Plates with Four Different Arches
Frequency (Hz)
Group
Arching
Frequency (Hz)
Case
Mode
2 Mode 5
Mode 2 Mode 5
Base (#1)
167.2
363.7
2-► 1
I
167.4
363.8
1
176.2
363.4
3-► 1
)
I
4-► 1 167.3
363.8
( 140% Arch (#2)
174.9
398.9
1 -►2 2
1-►
174.9
174.9
399.3
Semi Barrel (#3)
171.7
385.0
3
1
385.1
-** 3 171.7
174.2
Barrel Arch (#4)
383.1
1 -*►
174.3
382.6
-*-44

\

, /{
\
/
\{

All plates
All

same thickness

Local thickness
adjustments to

achieve same

Mode 2 and 5
frequencies
amount. Figure 3 shows the

thickness changes required to
match the frequencies. Figure 4 shows the nodal line patterns
of the tuned plates. It did not prove possible to find a thickness
pattern that would produce a closed Mode 5 nodal line in the
plates in which thicknesses were increased, I—> 2, I—> 3, and
1-->4. It should be mentioned that the author's study of the
"Influence of Local Thickness Changes on Violin Free Plate
Frequencies" had not been done at the timethese plates were
tuned [10]. The frustration associated with achieving such a
close frequency match was the chief impetus to that study.
C. Comparison Procedure
There are, then, four groups which can be compared. One
group consists of four plates having the same Mode 2 and
Mode 5 frequencies the base plate and a plate of each of
the three modified arch patterns with reduced thicknesses.The
other three groups consist of pairs. In each pair, the thickness
pattern of the base case plate has been altered in such a way
that the Mode 2 and Mode 5 frequencies match the higher
frequencies of the more arched plate.
In thefirst group offour plates, thicknessreductions were
made in the center of the three more highly arched plates to
reduce Mode 5 frequency. These reductions reduced Mode
2 frequencies too much so that thickness increases were
required in the upper and lower bouts. More than 1.0 mm
reduction was required in the center for the 140% arched case.
There were no appreciable changes in the vibrating
configurations except in Mode II of the 2—> 1 case, see Figure
4.
Table 2 shows the calculated free plate frequencies of
Mode 2 and Mode 5 for each plate of each set.
To match the Mode 2 and Mode 5 frequencies more than
twice as much thickness increase was required to raise the
frequencies of the arch #1 plates in the I—>2, I—>3, and
I~>4 cases than was needed to decrease the thicknesses of

—

—

Figure 3. Thickness changes made in each arching pattern
to Match Mode Frequencies (symmetric).
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the deflection patterns for the modes up to 1200 Hz [B]. A
casual scrutiny of the vibration patterns in both references
reveals an important mode in which the top plate is the
principal actor, vibrating in a mode in which all elements are
in phase, motion at the ribs is minor and the other components
of theviolin are relativelyquiet theso-called "woodmode."
A careful study reveals another mode in whichmotion of the
back plate is primary and in which motions at the rib line are
relatively small.
It, therefore, seemed appropriate to try to simulate the
basic mode(s) of the motion of the back in an assembled
instrument by calculating the vibrating behavior of the back
when it was supported at the rib line. The results of such a
simulation, if valid, would provide some interesting
information related to the central questionraised above. Two
different sets of edge restraints were tried. The first set of
restraintsprohibited the plate at every node along therib line
from moving in the direction perpendicular to the plate and
also in plane except perpendicular to the rib. Rotation of the
plate at the rib line was permitted only about an axis tangent
to the rib line. This set of restraints is certainly stiffer than
the rib structure. A second set of restraints only prohibited
motion perpendicular to the plane of the plate at therib line
and at the nodes defining the blocks. All other motions were
permitted. This second set is undoubtedly more flexible than
the actual rib structure where the rib and liner structures
impose some restraints on rotations and motion in the gluing
surface plane.
Thedeflection configurations of the first four modes are
shown inFigure 5 for the base case plate. These configurations
did not change for any of the calculations. Mode 1 has no
nodal lines and its plate deflections areprimarily in the lower
bout. In Mode 2 the large deflections are in the upper bout.
In Mode 3, the nodal line is on the centerline and the large
deflections are in the lower bout. In Mode 4 there are two
nodal lines and most of the plate is active.

—

Figure 4. Mode 2 and 5 Nodal line Pattern of the Tuned
Plates.
the arch #2, 3 and 4 cases in the 2-^> 1, 3-^> 1 and 4—>l
cases. More than 2.5 mm was required to raise Mode V
frequency by 9.7% and 1.4 mm for a 5.8% increase. The level
of thickness changes in the plate with the most barrel arch,
4—> 1 , was less because a smaller increase was required in
Mode II frequency.
Clearly a plate with a flat arch has a real limit on how
high its plate frequency can be maintained during the tuning
process. A maker should err on the side of too high an arch
when striving to achieve a particular level of platefrequencies
so that the resulting plate thicknesses will not be too thick
and, therefore, too stiff.

SUPPORTED PLATE CALCULATIONS
A central question about plate tuning is whether plates
of different arching and thickness patterns which have the
same free plate frequencies act the same waywhen vibrating
as part of an assembled instrument. There is little evidence
available to help to answer this question.
Twokinds ofresults are available in the literature which
describe the vibrating configurations of a complete violin.
Moraland Jansson have used a TV speckleinterferometer to
reveal vibrating configurations in a test violin up to 2000 Hz
[11]. Marshall has formally reported a meticulous experimental
modal analysisof a modern violin showing detaileddeflection
patterns for the first 40 modes up to 1200 Hz [12] and has
informally reported similar results on a violin of somewhat
different thickness and arching patterns (informal
communication). Knott has reported on a finite element
analysis of a simplified model of a complete violin and shows
/

Figure 5. Typical Deflection Patterns for Edge Supported
Violin Plates (supported at the blocks and the rib line).
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Table 3. Frequencies of Edge Supported Plates (Hz)
ort)
(Fl<lexible Suppc
(Flexible
Support)

(Rigid Support)

Case

Group

{1
1
3
4

(Base Case)

2-^1
3-► 1
4-► 1
2 (140% Arch)
2
(3 (Semi Barrel)
3

/
\l-►
\l-►

Arch)
/ 4 (Barrel
► 4

\1

—

JL

Mode
_2_ _3_

_4

J_

443

614 685

867

510
489
503
522
452

690 815

980
953
971
934
918
914
909

254
249
262
266
340
282
274
271
276

497
441

510
438

660 793

692 796
727 815
592 714
682 793
598 698
717 799 936
592 701 915

The calculated frequencies of the first four modes of
vibration for all cases described above are shown in Table 3.
The results are arranged so that plates having identical free
plate modal frequencies are groupedtogether. For all groups,
thecalculations with rigidrestraints show that theplates with
higher arching have higher frequencies. Those of the barrel
arch plate are almostas large as the frequencies of the 140%
arch case. Only in the Mode 4 vibrating configuration do the
calculated frequencies of each pair come close to each other.
The calculations with flexible edgerestraints for the most
part show a remarkable similarity in the Mode 1 frequency
except for the 140% archcase. In Mode 2, plates with higher
arches have higher frequencies. In Mode 3 and 4, no general
statements can bemade about relationships of frequencies to
arching characteristics. Clearly the 140% plate frequencies are
higher than the others in all modes.
The restraint provided by the actual rib and block
structures in a violin certainly falls somewhere between the
two extreme cases calculated above. In order to provide a
crude indication of the effect of a lining structure, a calculation
was made of the 140% arch case with a row of elements of
rectangular cross section 5 mm deep added to the underside
of the entire outsiderow of plate elements. The onlyimposed
restraint was a prohibition of motion perpendicular to the plate
at the rib line. The frequency of Mode 1 was increased by
1 1% over that of the flexible case. Frequencies of the higher
modes were increased by greaterpercentages. The stiffening
effect of the rib structure should be consistently greater,
especially since the other lining and the top plate provide
massive stiffening at the other edge of therib. Experimental
data on the so-called Bl mode in complete instruments (related
to the Mode 1 of this analysis) suggest that therib structure
is quite stiff.
CONCLUSIONS
Theresults above suggest that it is unlikelythat the free
plate tuning process does adjust plates with different arches
so that they vibrate in approximately thesame manner in the
lowest modes when assembled into a complete instrument.
They also suggest that the linings are an important element
of the violin structure and care should be taken not to depart
from the traditional lining dimensions.
The results of this analysis sharpen the curiosity of the
author and others with whom I have discussed the work to
see what wouldbe revealed about vibrating configurationsand

Mode
_2_
3_
416
462
458
478
630
420
465

418
484

266 408

531
553
598
598
699
562
601
596
605
546

j4_
682
743
723
743
989
733
704

723
553

720

the influence of changes if a finite element analysis of a violin
corpus were done in such a way that detailed changes in
thicknesses and arching patterns could be made and "what
if questions answered. The elements should describe the
plates, ribs, liners, and blocks in as much detail as the analyses
reported above. Ninety percent of the work to assemble the
detailed finite element description of such a model has been
completedby theauthor. The runs and the post-run analyses
must be done on computers of substantially more power and
with more sophisticatedsoftware packages than are available
to the author. It is time for such calculations.
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The structure of bow-hair fibres
Frangoise Rocaboy
Resonance Wood Ltd., 57 avenue dv Mail, 35000 Rennes, France*
ABSTRACT
In previous papersconcerned with the structure of bowhair [1,2,3] the external surface of horse hair was a major
object of controversy. The purpose of this paper is to introduce
a series of photographs of horse hair obtained with a JEOL
JSM-35 Scanning Electron Microscope. These micrographs
come in support of the flat scale structure theory [2,3] and
give further insight of the structural organization of the
material. The histological structure of horse hair is finally
discussed in relation to bow-hairing.

bared cuticle at the tip end. The scale degradation process is
on its wayin (Fig. 1) and can be observed at a higher magnification level in (Fig.s). The degrading scales show cracks, eroded
and split ends. New-grownhealthy scales are shown by comparison in (Fig.6).
At levels of magnificationbeyond 4000 thefibrillar structure of the scales can be appreciated. From a close examinationof (Fig.s) the "barbs" that have been conjectured to cover
horse hair can probably be attributed to keratin fibrils which
have torn themselves free from degrading scales.

PRESENTATION OF BOW-HAIR MICROGRAPHS
The samples presented in this series of micrographs were
fibres of natural white unbleached Chinese-Mongolian horse
hair of length 30 " and diameter ranging from .006 " to .013 "
(.165 mm to .330mm). These fibres correspond to goodquality violin bow hair.
Thefirst step when investigating a fibre consists in marking the distinction between its chemical structure - as determined by its chemical constitution and molecular arrangement
- from its histological structure, a result of growth factors.
In chemical terms horse hair is a proteinic fibre like wool
and silk. Its proteinis keratin, a polymerbuilt-up from 16 different ammo-acids and therefore much more complex than
wood cellulose. Keratin is a long-chain molecule with a linear
structure; fibrils are formed and will be seen in the components
of the core and surface of horse hair. The keratin molecule
can exist in two different forms: a folded form and a stretched
one. Stretching and releasing wet fibres produces the transition from one form to the other, which explains why bowhairers sometimes experiencefiber shrinkage when washing
stretched hair.
From an histological viewpoint human and animal hair
fibres have a characteristic scale surface. The scales overlap
from the root end to the tip in an arrangementrecalling that
of slates on a roof.
The core or cortex ofhorse hairconsists in tightlypacked
fibrillar tapered plates built-up from keratin. This fibrillar
system runs along the hair length as depicted in (Fig.l) and
(Fig.2) and contains the color pigment. The cortexis enveloped
in thecuticle, made up of 3 concentric layers, one of which
- the epicuticle - resists chemical degradation. In new-grown
hair the cuticle is covered with scales as shown in (Fig.l).
The growth processes thatcharacterize hair fibres result
in the tip and root ends showing a different external envelope.
The scales characterizing the root degrade as the hair grows
further and undergoes attacks from external factors. The scales
thus disappear as one moves toward the tip where the external envelope often consists in the bared cuticle; horse hair
fibres typically show a tapered tip end. (Fig.3) and (Fig.4)
illustrate this degradation. Both were obtainedfrom the same
hair fibre but (Fig.3) is representative of new-grown hair with
a well-developedscale structure whereas (Fig.4) shows the

DISCUSSION
To a largeextent the purely physical properties of horse
hair fibres are determined by their histological structure. At
the tip end the degraded envelopeof the hair fibres offers less
resistance to external forces; so thatthe strength and elasticity of thefibre are lessened at the tip end. To put up with these
histologicalfeatures bow-hairers start fastening the new-grown
root end at the bow tip; the degraded hair tips are thus found
at the frog and are removed if the hair is sufficiently long.
Ideally one or two inches ought to be removed at the very
tip end. Unfortunately white horse hair fibres beyond 3 1 " in
length are now scarce and sell for very high prices.
Horse hair chemical structure relates to the musical use
of the material. It also affects its physical plasticity. Under
certain conditions theextension offibres is not fully recovered
upon release of the stretching force owing to the properties
of the keratin molecule. Simultaneous stretching and steaming of horse hair is particularly effective in generating such
plastic deformation. This additional stretch can be removed
through washing. This abilityto shrink hair is sometimes used
by bow-hairers to obtain straight and uniform fibres.
In the past the scale structure of horse hair has been
discussed in relation to its influence on bowing[2,3]. It might
be worth stressing the point that the scales are not protruding;
in fact the scale projection was estimated to hardly exceed
.5/-m [3]. New-grown hair thus shows a flat-scale surfacerather
than the saw-tooth surface sometimes conjectured to account
for the sticking friction between the string and bow. Thescales
overlap in a given direction from root to tip. This feature
could be thought to produce a directional component in bowing. However experimentscarried along this line have yielded
very little result so far. Although the scales of horse hair probably contribute to fixing the rosin bits on the fibres it now
seems highly probable that the musical use of horse hair is
related to its chemical structure rather than to its scaly surface.
Investigations have shown that the sound-producing stickslip driving force is a function of theadhesive action of rosin
particles. The musical use of horse hair and otherman-made
fibres used in bow-hairing is therefore connected to their ability
to fix rosin particles in a suitable way. As a high polymer,
keratin is capable of exhibiting surface activity, a property
common to all high-molecular substances. The numerous

♦Temporaryaddress (until March 1991): 3 rue Fernand Guillot, 72200 La Fleche, France
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Figure 1. Magnification: 600
Detail of the cortex showing the system of tightly packed
keratin plates running along the hair length.

Figure 3. Magnification: 2400

Cortex, cuticle and scaled surface of new-grown hair at the
root end showing the slate-like arrangement of the scales.

Figure 2. Magnification: 2400
Detail of the cortex and cuticle showing the fibrillar structure
of the cortex cells.

Figure 4. Magnification: 4000
cuticle and eroded scales near the tip. Note the very
flat scale structure.

(continued)
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Detail of (Fig.l) showing cracks and splits in the degrading
scales, half-length down the hair fibre.

Figure 6. Magnification: 4000
Detail of the fibrillar scales at the root end.

Figure 7. Magnification: 10.000
Detail of (Fig.6) showing thekeratinfibrils runningalong the
hair length in the scales of new-grown hair.

Notes
Tuning air-body resonances for the violin maker
Ake Ekwall
Hantverkargatan 9 S-777 00

Sweden

For at least 50 years scientists have made diagrams
showing how instruments vary in their response to different
frequencies. From these we have learned that certain peaks
in a frequency response diagram for a violin can be related
more or less to the eigenmodesof the instrument, for instance,
the air and the body modes.
Early on, it was observed that an instrument functioned
well when the vibrational mode of the wood, the BO mode,
is adjusted to the same frequency as the "Helmholtz" air mode
of the body cavity, the AO mode.
One methodfor achieving the matchingfrequencies is to
change the area of the f-holes. Smaller f-holes reduce the air
frequency, and larger holes increase the freqency. But
adjusting the f-holes in this way is an irreversable change, as
an enlargedf-hole is hard to reduce again. Consequently, such
operations are not popular. Moreover, Carleen Hutchins has
demonstratedthat very large operations are needed to make
much effect: a 59% changein the area produces only a halftone change.
Deena Zalkind Spear[1] has developedan alternative. To
raise the body modeshe scrapes mass awayfrom the underside
on the free end of the fingerboard. To lower the body mode
she scrapes away from the hollowingof the undersurface. I
have used this method and found it to work well.
Spear recommends knocking at the body to establish the
body mode and blowing at an f-hole to get the air mode.
However, Erik Jansson [2] once showed that he could find
up to seven different air resonances in a violin over therange
ending at 2000 Hz. For that reason I was afraid of imagining
responses, and I tried to use my sine wave equipment to find
the resonances.
PROCEDURE
Lay the instrument on three soft supports with thebridge
facing down and very close to the loudspeaker. Place two
supports at the edge of the belly at the widest point and one
at thefoot of the neck. Damp the strings, properly tuned, with

a strip of tape. Spear states thethe lowest air modefor a violin

-

is approximately247 277 Hz. Therefore, apply glitterparticles
to the corners of the back and search over the range 247 277 Hz. At the AO frequency the particles will bounce very
distinctly. (A rather narrow loudspeaker table will be
necessary, as the scroll must hang down below the surface of
the table.)
To find the frequency of the body mode, 80, lay the
violin with its back downand the bridge just over the middle
of the speaker. Use rather low supports so that the back is
near the speaker. Applyglitterparticles to the free end of the
fingerboardand againsearch through the frequencies. At the
BO frequency the particles should bounce very distinctly.
A home-maderasp with a flexible surface made of "Sand
Plate Special" is an effective tool to remove wood. Seefigure.
Glue the material to a violin rib with epoxy. (This material
is available in Sweden and perhaps elsewhere.) Place a piece
of soft leatherover the violin bellyfor protection when rasping.

Home-made rasp (dimensions in millimeters).

REFERENCES
1. Zalkind Spear, D., "Achieving an Air-body Coupling in
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Bent violin fronts
leuan Owen
32 Duchess Road, Monmouth, Gwent NPS 3HT, United Kingdom

The question arises, could there have been in the past
techniques (now forgotten)other than those commonly used
by violin makers today? Violin ribs were, and still are, bent.
Why not other parts of a violin? Very little, if any, definite
references are to be found which would help to prove
conclusively that the 'old masters' ever bent theirviolin fronts
(or backs, for that matter). It seems to be taken for granted
that violin fronts have always been 'carved' out of the solid.
Fronts almost invariablywere, and are, assembled from two
longitudinal pieces of wood— a construction which would
facilitate the 'bent' procedure which I would like to discuss.
In pondering this subject my thoughts go back to my
boyhood in a small Grammar School in the valleys of South
Wales, more than half a century ago, where we were fortunate
enough to be taught by a wonderful old woodwork master
whoalsomadebeautiful violins. Amongst many othervaluable
adages his advice to us was "Boys! Always keep the grain as
long as you can for as long as you can!"
Wood technology researchers remind us that the
anatomical structure of violin making materials is closely
related to the acoustical behaviour of the finished violin. The
continuous longitudinalgrain of softwoodssuitable for a violin
top appears to be ofsignificant acousticalvalue as well as being
an important factor affecting the stiffness and strength of this
component. Most present day violin makers try to use timber
which has initially been split, yet they immediatelyproceed
to shorten thefibres during the process of shaping the arching
of the top plate. From a violin maker's intuitive standpoint,
keeping the grain as long as possible for as long as possible
does seem to make sense.
Recently, an excellent paper "On Bent Plates in Violin
Construction" appeared in the Journal of theGalpin Society,
written by Mr. Athanus Lolov (No. XXXVII, March 1984).
Mr. Lolov makes a most convincing case for the notion that
violin fronts might well have been bent in earlier times, so
retaining the full length of the grain for as long as possible.
I have followed up Mr. Lolov's suggestions by cramping
together two unseasoned book-matchedslabs of spruce, each
5/16 inch thick, along three sides. Two wedges were then
driven into the areas corresponding to the upper and lower
bouts as shown in the accompanyingphotographs. I have
experimentedwith variouslyshaped wedges and with different
methods of "unseasoning"thepresent day violin woods which
are available — obviouslywith mixed success. Really "green"
timber of the kind and quality needed for violins is hard to
come by. Sometimes the wood split during drying. At other
times the wood became bruised by the pressures of the cramping process. Bruises were not always a problemsince theywere
often removed during the final finishing of the plate.
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As Mr. Lolov mentions, the plate after having been
accurately shot with a sharp jointerplane and joinedat the
centre does not always lie flat. The edges warp upwards at
the middle because of the stress induced by the bending
process. A certain amount of pressure is then needed topress
this part of the plate down to meet the ribs —a plausible
motivefor tapering the ribs sbghtly as did so many of the early
makers, and as I have found necessary to do today. The
amount of distortion in the plate made in this simple fashion
is unpredictablesince no two pieces of wood arealike in every
respect. This could explainnot only the distortion of the "f'
holes but also the seemingly random variations in the rib
heights and arching of early makers.
Final shaping and carving become minimal, being guided
by theroughly defined shape already achieved by the bending.
The fibres are rarely interruptedby theface of the curve and
it is easy to plane "up-hill" as well as down, always with the
direction of the grain. The lack of exposedfibres at each end
also makes for easier finishing.
Since 1984 I have constructed several violins using
combinations of the simple basic techniques mentioned, with
a certain amount of modest success, sufficient to sustain
interest in further study and continued experiment.Some of
these instruments are beingregularly played upon. As for any
tangible results in the long term, only time will tell.

Fibre optic soundpost inspection light
Steve Genda
8400Forest GroveDrive ((118), Bumaby, BC VSA 487, Canada

The tedious task of setting or examining the position of
the soundpostfor the violin familydemands attention to the
following: proper illumination of the fitting area, and
absolutely accurate mating of the soundpost ends with the
concave and convex surfaces of the belly and back of the
instrument.
The accurate mating of the soundpost surface areas is
especially significant because a difference in excess of 4-5
hundredths of a millimeter may alter the balance in the
vibrational transition. A fiber optic light offers several
advantages:flexibilityfor gaining easy access to the fittingarea,
and simphcity of construction such that it can be easily made
at home.

close as possible to the contact points of the soundpost to the
fitting area. View through the end pin hole.

PARTS
Penlight battery torch, preferably with a magnified end
bulb in it.
3 pieces of 1.0 mm core diameter fibre opticcable, 6inches

POSITION
INSPECTION
LIGHT
THROUGH
HERE.

long.

1 piece of 16 w.g. bare copper wire, 5-3/8 inches long.
1 piece of 1/4 inch diameter heatshrink electrical tubing,
6 inches long.
Adaptor nose cone, made at home of ebony or plastic,
see Fig.3.
Note: the fibre optic cable and the heatshrink tubing can
be purchased at any electrical shop.
ASSEMBLY

Insert thethree fibre optic lines togetherwith thecopper
wire into the heatshrink tubing.
Position thefibre optic cable on the outlet end as in Fig. 1
The copper wire at the outlet end should be 5/8 inch shorter
than the length of thefibre optic bundle. (The purpose of the
copper wire is to give rigidity to the fibre optic bundle and
to retain the shape of the inspectionlight shaft as shown in

.

Fig.4.)

Position the fibre optic cables at the light source end in
the triangular position shown in Fig.2.
Apply heat (such as from an alcohol burner) to the heatshrink tubing to enclose the fibre optics and the copper wire.
This will tighten the whole assembly as the tubing shrinks.
Trim both ends with a very sharp knife so as to cut thefibre
optic cables cleanly. Insert the source end of the bundle into
the small openingof the adaptornose cone, see Fig.3. Secure
with a few dropsof crazy glue. Fit thelarge end of the adaptor
nose cone to conform with the dimensions of the penlight
torch head and fasten with 5 minute epoxy compounds,Fig.4.
USING THE INSPECTION LIGHT
Insert the longneck light shaft of the inspection light into
the belly of the instrument through the large eye of the f-hole
on the right hand side of the instrument. Direct the light as
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Fig.2.

Fig.3

Fig.4.

Fibre Optic Inspection Light

Editor's Note: a similarlight, known as a "Bend-a-Light,"can
be purchased from Key Technologies, Inc., 4231 112th
Terrace N., Clearwater, FL 33520 at about
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■ Carleen

m. Hutchins, Editor

112Essex Avenue, Montclair, N.J. 07042

The CAS has heard indirectlyfrom many sources that violin makers are using our Chladni
goodresults. We would appreciate very much having your direct
on this. We need an appraisal of the effectiveness of this method. How
does this method work for you? Have you used it on the construction or regraduation of
violas and cellos as well as violins?

pattern method with
comments in writing

Have youfound any variations that make the method as described in the article "Plate
tuning for the violin maker" (found in Newsletter 39) or the article "Acousticsfor violins"
(found in Scientific American, October 1981), more suitable to your own way of working?
We would like eventually to publish a selected group of these comments. If you do not wish
to be identified, please so state.
Do let us hearfrom you.

■

■

■

■

Sympathetic vibration and coupling of resonances
Carleen M. Hutchins
SYMPATHETIC VIBRATION
When we sing into the strings of a piano, we often say
that theresponse of the pianostrings is caused by sympathetic
vibration. The extra non-bowedstrings below the bridge-top
in the viola d'amore and the Norwegian hardingfele are called
"sympathetic strings," for they vibrate in response to the
vibrations set up by the bowing of the upper strings which
go over the top of the bridge.
It is often thought that these "sympathetic strings" add
extra sound, or amplitude to the output of the instrument.
They do contribute a singing, lingering, somewhat ethereal
sound to the tonal quality.By actual measurement, however,
theseextra strings absorb sound powerrather than enhance it.
This can be illustrated by bowing a violin in front of a
sound level meter which measures total output of the
instrument in decibels (dB). If one plays the D on the violin
G string which matches the pitch of the open D string and
alternatelydamps and undamps the open D with a finger, the
reading on the meter can be observed to increase about 1-2
dB as the open string is damped. This effect of damping the
open string is even more noticeable on a cello or bass where
the increase in tone when the "sympathetic"string is damped
can not only be measured, but heard quite clearly.
(The decibelis a unit developedfor measuring sound
power, and the decibel scale counts ratios in powers of
10. A gain of 10 dB is ten times the power: a gain of
20 dB 100times the power(10x10); a gain of30 dB 1000
times thepower (10x10x10) etc. This means that a gain
of 2 dB is about twice the power output of a given

inserted in the board so that the string can be brought up to
pitch. When plucked, little or no sound is heard because the
resonances of the 2x4 are well out of range of the string
frequency, but when one end of the board is touched to the
bridge of a cello, the sound is greatly enhanced.
In the chart (Fig.l.), which gives the mechanicalresponse
of an instrument to a single frequency (sine wave) vibrating
source, the fundamentalfrequency of the open strings as well
as some of their harmonics appearas distinct "blips" showing
this absorption of sound.
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source.)

The vibratingstring all by itself is so thin that almost no
air is disturbed, and the two diametricallyopposite sides of
the string are sonear together that though the air on one side
is compressed and on the other side is rarified at a given
moment, the two effects are so close that they arrive at the
listener almost exactly together, thus cancelling each other.
An interesting experiment to illustrate this can be done
with a cello string fastened to a board, such as a 2x4, with
one end hooked on a nail and the other onto a tuning peg

EXCITATION

Hz

Figure 1. Input admittance curves madevia a transducer (accelerometermagnet-coil) unit) waxed to the violin surface over the bassbar smm
tailwards of the G bridge foot with a sine wave sweeping across the
frequency of interest.

COUPLING

In acoustics whenthe resonances of two vibratingobjects
coincide in frequency, the effect is called "coupling" rather
than "sympathetic vibration."
It has been shown that as two strong resonances come
progressively closer together, coupling and interacting with
each other, there is an increase in mass loading as well as an
increase in damping. Both these effects tend to lower the
amplitude as well as increase the dampingof the system, thus
lowering and rounding the sharpresonance peaks (Skudrzyk,
1989). This change is illustrated in the effect on tone and
playing qualities of violins as the frequency spacing (A)
between Al and Bl modes decreasesprogressivelyfrom 100
Hz to 20 Hz and less. Violins with an Al-Bl A of over 70
Hz have sharp, narrowresonances with high amplitudes, that
only the trained professionals can manage. As this spacing (A)
of the Al and Bl resonance decreases, the instruments become
progressively less powerful and increasingly easier to play

violin as estimatedby ear, in other words with the frequencies
of maximum resonance of the instrument to the gravest
component of theforce exerted on it by the vibratingstring."
(Raman, 1920-1921).

(Hutchins, 1989), (Sic, 1986).

STORED ENERGY
There is energy stored in a given resonance, and the
stronger the resonance, the greater the stored energy.
The work ofSir C. V. Raman on the bowed string during
the first two decades of this century gives us an excellent
example of this. Raman showed the minimum bow force
(pressure) needed to make the violin speak at each note over
therange. Using his mechanical bow-device (Fig.2) with which
he could keep bow speed and bow distancefrom the bridge
constant, he reported: "... aparticular string of the violin, e.g.
the 4th or G string, was used, and the pitch was varied as in
the ordinaryplayingof the instrument by "stopping" the string
at different points by clamping the string down to the
fingerboard It will be noticed that the graph (Fig.3) for the
(minimum) bowing pressure shows pronounced maxima and
minima. There is a strong maximum at 270, another maximum
between 470 and 520, and a distinct hump between 520 and
570. These maxima pretty nearly coincide in pitch with the
first three maxima of intensity of the fundamental tone of the

...

The energy stored in the strong resonances must be
matched by greaterbow force to make the instrument speak.
Notice that in recent work reported (Hutchins, 1989),
these maxima correspond to the AO or "Helmholtz" mode
around 270 Hz and the Al-Bl range around 440 to 550 Hz.
Also these maxima are the haunts of the "wolf note" where
there is more energy stored in the vibrating system than the
bow can handle, expecially in cellos and violas.
REFERENCES

Hutchins, CM. (1989), "A measurable controlling factor in
the tone and playing qualities of violins," J. Catgut
Acoust. Soc. Vol.l, N0.4, (Series II), 10-15, Nov.
Raman, C.V. (1920-21), "Experiments with mechanically
played violins," Proc. Indian Assoc, for the Cultivation
of Science, V01.6, parts I and 11, 19-36.
Sic, Anton (1986), "Comment on the "Double Octaves" tuned
violins," J. Catgut Acoust. Soc. #46, 36, Nov.
Skudrzyk, E. (1989), Personal communication.

Figure 2. Sir C. V. Raman's bowing machine whereby the violin was moved under the bow and the bow force controlled by
C.V.Raman 1920-21.
the weighted lever arm.
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Frank Lewin was honored this past Spring with a grant from
the New Jersey State Council on the Arts for his opera
"BurningBright." He has been working on this for over four
years now and hasenvisioned it since 1950 when he attended
Yale Schoolof Music and saw a play by John Steinbeck called
"Burning Bright." A feature article of the New Jersey Arts
Council gives some fine photos of Lewin and a rehearsal of
his orchestral groupat Yale when theyplayed excerpts from
the opera in January, 1986. He is using our Contrabass and
Tenor in this production. Lewin is still trying to get further
funds for a full scale performance of his opera.

* * * *

*

In May the CAS office had a visit from Semmy Lazaroff of
Sweden. He is working hard to get a performance group so
that he and his associates of the Stockholm Symphony can
mount a tour through the Scandinaviancountries in another
yearor so. Lazaroff is working to get new compositions written
for the Octet that will be appropriate for such a tour. This
is a very exciting project and one that we hope can find
adequate funds for its realization. Anyone interested in the
project should contact Semmy. His address Lummergangen
17, 135 35 Tyreso, Sweden. Semmy is particularly interested
in having the musicians explore the acoustics as well as the
musical potential of the Octet instruments with which he has
been working informally for the past 10 years. He is a long
time member of the string section of the Stockholm Symphony. A group of Symphony players visited our shop and
laboratory some years ago and became excited about the
sounds of the new instruments. Since then they have put on
several concerts with the Octet and performed for the

—

Stockholm Musical Acoustics Conference in 1983.

* * * * *
Jiirgen Meyer writes he is very busy presenting papers in
Vienna on his work (DAGA meeting) which included
demonstrations with a symphonic orchestra. He has been
invited to lecture at the Acoustical Society of America meeting
in 1991.

* * * * *
The Southern California Association of Violin Makers had
a special Violin Making Symposium August 5, at theUniversity of San Diego the main feature of which was to honor
Harry Wake on his 90th birthday. Many people wrote letters
of congratulations in recognition of his many contributions
to the work of violin making over the past 50 years. Many
of our readers are familiar with his books among which in-

—

* * * * *

The University of DelawareSpring publication of INQUIRY
features an article on the work ofOliver Rodgers, whoseveral
years ago was made Adjunct Professor and has been working to developa computerizedfinite element analysis that can
quantify violin plate tuning to show how the plate will deflect
at each of its mode frequencies. "What the program actually
doesis calculate the deformation of each little 'piece' with the
force systems on each boundary and continously make adjustments until all of the boundaries fit together. The process
is equivalent to solving four or five thousand algebraic equations simultaneously."The process tells the user where to make
adjustments in the plate to achieve the desired vibrational
change. Rodgers is also working with a program to describe
the entire instrument. He indicates that "they havebeen able
to specify the exact properties needed in a given area of the
instrument to produce the desired effect from a vibrational
viewpoint." He has published several articles on this in the

—

clude
A Luthiers Scrapbook, The Technique
Making, Violin Bow Rehair and Repair.

of Violin

The following presentations were made at the Symposium:
Making a Drum Sander for Sanding Instrument Ribs, Dr.
George Borun; Glazing Method of Violin Finishing, Harry

Wake; Wood Acoustics, Charles Gadd; Bending Instrument
Plates, William Fulton; A NewLight on Bow/String Action,
Norman Pickering; On Cello Making, Charles Harman; Violin
Making with Power Tools, Rod Chase; Tapering Instrument
Ribs, Lawrence Brullo; What Makes a Good Violin, Henry
Meissner.

* * * * *
The 12th National Convention of the Guild of American
Luthiers was held July 19-22 at Pacific Lutheran University

CAS Journal.

* * * * *

Catgut Acoust. Soc. J. Vol. 1, No. 6 (Series II) November 1990

The Australian String Teacher has published an interesting
article about Bertram Turetsky, bassist, describing his fascination with the bass and his work with it over the last 50 years.
Turetsky has been a key figure in the emergence of the
contrabass as a solo instrument. Since 1955, more than 300
new works have been written for, performed by, or recorded
by him. In addition to his international concert career,
Turetsky is the author of The Contemporary Contrabass,
which introduces techniques required of bassists in contemporary music. He serves on the faculty of the University of
California at San Diego. Turetsky had the Violin Octet instruments at the University for three years and was very
interested in trying to establish a performance group. He and
his students gave a fine demonstration concert of the Octet
for the Acoustical Society of America's November 1983
meeting at San Diego. Turetsky and his wife have delighted
groups around the country with their combination of flutes
and other instruments along with his string bass. He is quoted
in saying "the more sounds I could produce to show how versatile the instrument is, (I think it's more versatile than the
cello), the more composers were impressedby the instrument."

—42—

in Tacoma, Washington, to which over 350 GAL members
attended. Highspots of the program were Donald Warnock
explaininghis approach to the making of viols; JeanLarrivee
describing his methods of making steel string guitars; Hideo
Kamimoto on guitar and violin repair; Kevin Aram giving a
detailed examination of the Romanillos guitar which has
served as Julian Bream's main instrument for many years;
Michael Darnton speaking on violin setup; Jeffrey Elliott
discussing effective use of the workspace... with plenty of
music and good fellowship throughout the conference. The
CAS meeting committee is working with Tim Olsen to have
a morningand afternoon session with contributions from CAS
members on violin acoustics as part of their programfor their
1992 meeting.

—

* * * * *

The Bagaduce Music LendingLibrary of Blue Hill, Maine is
pleased to announce that it has recently updated all of its

The American Musical Instrument Society (AMIS) will hold
its 20th annual national meeting at Moravian College in
Bethlehem Pennsylvania,March 7-10, 1991. Papers and other
program proposals should be sent to the Chairperson of the
AMIS program and local arrangements committee, Ralph
Dudgeon, Music Department, State University College at
Cortland, Box 2000, Cortland, NY 13045. For further
information, contact Margaret D. Banks or Andre P. Larson
605-677-5306.

A special addition to the CASA '91 Conference will be a
workshop on teaching musical acoustics sponsored by the

At

choral and instrumental catalogs, listing works currently
available for loan. These catalogs are available for purchase
by the generalpublicby writing the Library, c/o Green's hill,
Blue Hill, ME 04614 or by calling 207-374-5454.
The Bagaduce Music Lending Library is a non-profit
corporation devoted to the collecting, preserving and lending
vocal and instrumental music
including reference and
teaching materials. Its collections include over 500,000 items
and the Library loans its music to individuals and
organizationalmembers across the country.

—

* * * * *

We now have a computerized author INDEX to the CAS
NEWSLETTERS/JOURNALS. This is available from the
prepaid. For overseas mailings, please add
office for
additional.

Acoustical Society of America (through its Technical
Committee on Musical Acoustics and its Committee on
Acoustics Education andbeing organizedby Uwe Hansen and
Thomas Rossing). The workshop is planned to bring about
50-60 teachers to the USNA campus for two days of joint
sessions with the CAS Friday afternoon and Saturday
morning. According to Uwe and Tom, the workshop aims to
continue the tradition of the lowa Acoustics Conferences
hosted by the late William R. Savage at the Universityof lowa,
lowa City. (Please see Notice of further information and
Symposium attendance form on page 47 of this issue.)
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of CAS Members
J.B. Allen, J.L. Hall.
J. Allik, E.N. Dzhafarov, A J.M
Houtsma, J. Ross, N.J. Versfeld

Y. Ando
E.B. Arnold
A.J. Bell, I.M. Firth
C. Besnainou

G.V. Borgiotti, A. Sarkisuan,
E.G. Williams, L. Schuetz
X. Boutillon
G. Caldersmith

E.C.

"Loudness growth in 1/2 octave bands (LGOB) — A procedure for the assessment of
loudness," J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 88(2), Aug. 1990, pp.745-753.
"Pitch motion with random chord sequences,"Perception & Psychophysics, 1989 46(6)
pp. 513-527.
"Study on air-reed instruments," J.Acoust.Soc.Japan 44(12), 1988, pp. 943-948.
Book review: The Musician's Guide to Acoustics, Murray Campbell and Clive Greated,
Schirmer Books, NY 1988, $25.95, J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 87(6), June 1990, p.2796.
"The directivity of the concert harp," Acustica 69(1), 1989, pp.26-30.
"Le Couplage corde-resonateur," Journees Pedagogiquesd'Acoustique Musicale," Paris
1988, pp. 96-97.
"Conformal generalized near-field acoustic holography for axisymmetric geometries,"
J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 88(1), July 1990, pp.199-206.
"Le piano: Mode'lisation physiques et de'veloppements technologiques,"Premier Congres
Francais d'Acoustique, Collogue de physique, Vol.ll, April 1990, pp.C2-81 1-820.
"Profiles of Acousticians" Neville Fletcher, Acoustics Australia, 18, (2), August 1990

—

p.51-2.
R.A. Kendall

R. Causse

R. Causse'
R. Causse', G. Weinreich
A. Chaigne
A. Chaigne

A. Chaigne

Book review: Auditory demonstrations, AJ.M. Houtsma, T.D. Rossing, W.M. Wagenaars,
Eindhoven: Institute for Perception Research, New York: Acoustical Society of America,
1987. Philips Compact Disc #1 126-061; booklet, 92 pp.
"Mechanismes de rayonnement," Journees Pedagogiquesd'Acoustique Musicale," Paris
1988, pp.loo-103.
"Tour d'Horizon," Journees Pedagogiquesd'Acoustique Musicale," Paris, 1988, pp.B-15.
"Influence de L'inharmonicite' sur la vibration de la corde frottee; observation a partir
de l'archet nume'rique," Premier Congres Francais d'Acoustique, Collogue de physique,
Vol.ll, April 1990, pp.C2-86 1-864.
"Physique de la corde vibrante," Journees Pedagogiques d-Acoustique Musicale, paris
1988, pp.62-68.
"Etude experimental dunecorde Vibrante," JourneesPedagogiques d'Acoustique Musicale,
Paris, 1988, pp.69-77.
"Analyse dv signal musical," JourneesPedagogiques d'Acoustique Musicale, Paris, 1988,
pp. 16-23.

A.

Chaigne

"Generation de sons musicaux non-stationnaires par modeles physiques. Application aux
cordes vibrantes," Premier Congres Francais d'Acoustique, Collogue dephysique, Vol.ll
April, 1990, pp.C2-849-852.

E.B. Davis

Doctoral Thesis: On the Structural andAcoustic Design of Guitar Soundboards, Univ.
Washington, Seattle, WA. Requests for copying or reproductionof this dissertation may
be referred to Univ. Microfilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.
D. Deutsch, T. North, L. Ray
"Thetritone paradox: Correlate with the listener's vocalrangefor speech," MusicPerception V01.7, N0.4, Summer, 1990, pp.371-384.
A. Ekwall
"En brafiol kan oftabli mycket battre," (Translation: Air-Body tuning for the violin maker),
Utgiven 1987, ay Ake Ekwall, Hantverkargatan 9, 777 00 Smedjebacken.
O. Ekwall, A. Ekwall
"Elektronik for fiolbyggare,"(Translation: About the string angle of the violin), Utgiven
1988, ay Ake Akwall, Hantv.g. 9, 777 00 Smedjebacken.
A. Hirschberg, R.W.A. van de Laar, "A quasi-stationary model of air flow in the reed channel of single-reed woodwind
J.P. Marrou-Maurieres, A.P.J.
instruments," Acustica V01.70, 1990, pp.146-154.
Wijnands, H.J. Dane, S.G.
Kruijswijk, AJ.M. Houtsma
(continued)
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AJ.M. Houtsma, J. Smurzynski
CM. Hutchins
CM. Hutchins
J.S. Lamancusa, J.F. Figueroa
J. McLennan

"Pitch identification and discrimination for complex tones with many harmonics,"
J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 87(1), January 1990, pp.304-310.
Book review: Violin Acoustics, A new look at the oldart, Augustus F. Matthews, Vantage
Press, NY, J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 87(5), May 1990, p.2266.
"That welcoming quality," SCAVM Bulletin, V01.26(6), June 1990.
"Ranging errors caused by angular misalignmentbetween ultrasonic transducer pairs,"
J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 87(3), March 1990, pp. 1327-1 335.
"An evaluationof theLucchi Elasticity Tester," J. AAMIM, VoI.IX, No.l, March 1990,
pp.3B-51

L. Manzer

H. Medwin, A.C. Daniel, Jr.
H. Medwin, A. Kurgan,
J.A. Nystuen
J. Meyer, K. Wogram
I. Nakamura
I. Nakamura

I. Nakamura, S. Iwaoka,
K. Ichimura
I. Nakamura, H. Suzuki
S. Newberry
R. Perrin, T. Charnley
R. Perrin, T. Charnley

H. Pollard
R. Regazzi

B.E. Richardson
B.E. Richardson

B.E. Richardson, G.P. Walker,
M. Brooke

A.J. Romano, P.B. Abraham,

E.G. Williams

T.D. Rossing

T.D. Rossing
T.D. Rossing

"The Pikasso Guitar," Acoustic Guitar, Vol.l, N0.2, Sept./Oct. 1990.
"Acoustical measurements ofbubble productionby spillingbreakers," J.Acoust.Soc.Am.
Vol.88(l), July 1990, pp. 408-412.
"Impact and bubble sound from raindrops at normal and oblique incidence,"
J.Acoust.Soc.Am. Vol.88(l), July 1990, pp.413-418.
"Perspective on the acoustics of musical instruments," Acustica, 69(1), 1989, pp.l-12.
"Fundamental Theory and Computer Simulationof the decay characteristics of piano
sound," J.Acoust.Soc.Japan (E), 10(5), 1989, pp. 289-297.
"The pianotone and computer simulation," Intl. Symposium on Music and Information
Science, Kunitachi College of Music, March, 1989.
"The sound production mechanism of the piano using a digital filter by computer
simulation," 13th Intl. Congress on Acoustics, Yugoslavia, 1989, pp.65-68.
"Recentresearch on acoustics of pianos," J.Acoust.Soc.Japan, 44(12), 1988, pp.963-971.
Book review: Musical Acoustics — SelectedReprints, Ed. by T.D. Rossing, 1988. ISBN
#0-917853-30, American Association of Physics Teachers, 5112 Berwyn Road, College
Park, MD 20740. Guild of American Luthiers, N0.21, Spring 1990.
"A comparativestudy of the normalmodes ofvarious modern bells," J.Sound Vib.(UK),
117(3), 1987, pp. 4 11-420.
"On the RIR modesof the modernEnglish church bell," J.Sound Vib.(UK), 1 19(2), 1987,

pp.243-247.

"Timbre Assessment," Acoustics Australia, Vol.lB, No.l, April 1990, pp. 19-23.
The Complete Luthiers Library, International Annotated Bibliographyfor the maker
and connoisseur of stringed and plucked instruments. Compiled in English with a foreword
by Charles Beare. Send order to Florenus Edizioni, c/o CasellaPostale 21, 40060 Pianoro
Vecchio (Bologna) Italy. Price: 300,000 Lit. (Italian Liras) plus shipping.
"Good vibrations," Phys. Edy. 25(1990), U.K. pp. 35-40.

"Vibrations of strings of musical instruments."
"Synthesis of guitar tones from fundamental parameters relating to construction," Proc.
1.0.A. V01.12, Part 1, (1990), pp. 727-764.
"A poynting vector formulation for thin shells and plates, and its application to structural intensity analysis and source localization: Part I: Theory." J.Acoust.Soc.Am.
Vol.87(3), March 1990, pp. 1155- 1166.
Book review: TheScience oftheSinging Voice, Johan Sundberg, Available from NorthHardcover cd.
ern Illinois University Press, DeKalb, IL 60115. Paperback
J.Acoust.Soc.Am. Vol.87(l), January 1990.
"Acoustics ofEastern and Western bells, old and new," J.AcoustSocJapan (E) 10,5, 1989,

pp.241-252.

Book review: Current Directions in Computer Music, Max V. Mathews and John R.
Pierce, Eds., MIT Press, 1989, J.Acoust.Soc.Am. Vol.88(2), August 1990, pp. 1192-3.
(continued)
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"Acoustic Estimations of the front cavity of apical stops," J.Acoust.Soc.Am., 88(3),

J. Sundberg, B. Lindblom

September 1990,

pp. 1313-1317.

"Controlof inharmonicity by the addition of a point mass," J.Acoust.SocJapan(E), 10(5),

H. Suzuki
H. Suzuki, A. Yangimacho

E. Terhardt
E. Terhardt
K. Watanabe
E.G. Williams, B.H. Houston,
J.A. Bucaro

1989, pp. 253-259.
"A study on time differences between program-related telemusic piano sound and television program picture," J.lnst.Telev. Eng. Japan, 43(1), 1989, pp.7B-80.
"A systems theory approach to musical stringed instruments; Dynamic behaviour of a
string at point of excitation," Acustica, V 01.70, 1990, pp. 179- 188.
"Intonation of tone scales: Psychoacoustic considerations," Arch. Acoust. (Poland) 13(1-2),
1988, pp. 147-156.
Master-crafted instruments and the violinfamily, Published by Ongakuno Tomosha,
Tokyo, 1989, Japanese text. ISBN #4-276-38004-9 C0073 1400E. 7th printing 1990.
"Distinguished Makers and their Environs."
"Experimental investigationof the wave propagationon a point-driven,submergedcapped
cylinder using K-space analysis. J.Acoust.SocAm. Vol.87(2), February 1990, pp. 513-522.

* * * * *
If your paper is

not among those

listed above, please send a copy to the office so it can be included.

John A. Abbott 1921-1990
A long time member of the CAS, John A. Abbott died
June 24 in his home in Ladera, California. John was an early
user of the Chladni pattern method of free plate tuning and
made several fine violins and violas. Recently he and his son

William co-authored an article in the CAS Journal on bows
and the work of John Bolander, whom he greatly admired.
John was a Fellowof the American Society of Chemical
Engineers and a pioneer in the field of food freeze-drying
processes.

The CAS has lost a staunch member and a good friend.
Carleen M. Hutchins

*** * *
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Necrology
John A. Abbott
Cushman Haagensen
Anton V. Long
Warner W. Schultz

Second Notice - CASA '91
1991 International Symposium on Musical Acoustics
Catgut Acoustical Society, Inc. May 3-5, 1991

-

meeting of
Held concurrently with workshops on Musical Acoustics for Physics Teachers directly following the 121st
at
the
Maryland,
in
Society
Baltimore,
—
the Acoustical
of America
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND
U.S. NAVAL

PLANNING COMMITTEE: Samuel A. Elder, Uwe J. Hansen, Carleen M. Hutchins, Herbert M. Neustadt
Invited and contributed papers on Musical Acoustics with time planned for informal discussions. Abstracts of not more
than 200 words should be sent to 112 Essex Avenue, Montclair, NJ 07042 no later than January 15, 1991.
INVITED PAPERS: G. Bissinger, V. Bucur, R. Causse, M. Hancock,* R. Hanson, C. Hutchins, E. Jansson,
M. Mathews, J. Meyer, N. Pickering, B. Richardson, O. Rodgers, T. Rossing, R. & D. Spear, G. Weinreich.
REGISTRATION at conference hotel The Historic Inns of Annapolis, 16 Church Circle, Annapolis, Maryland;
Friday, May 3, 1-6 PM. Fee
ROOM RESERVATIONS — available at The Historic Inns at a special rate. Call 1-800-847-8882 or Fax 301-268-3813
before March 15, 1991.
TRANSPORTATION — A special bus will transport persons from the ASA meeting at Hotel Omni in Baltimore to
Annapolis, Friday afternoon. Travel time to Annapolis from Baltimore and the Baltimore/Washington International
(BWI) Airport is approximately one hour.
per person).
A fifty minute cruise of Annapolis Harbor on ship HARBOR QUEEN
LOCAL FEATURES
evening.
persons.
Banquet:
Saturday
shopping
accompanying
and
discount
for
Annapolis
Tours of Historic
More information to come.

-

—

—

CONFERENCE SESSIONS:
Joint dinner meeting for CAS members and workshop participants, Friday, May 3, 6:30 PM at the U.S. Naval
Academy.

OPENING SESSION: Saturday, 8:00 AM at U.S. Naval Academy.
Invited and contributed papers Saturday morning and afternoon and

Sunday morning

and afternoon.

If you have not already done so, please fill out and return the attendance form printed below.

TO: DR. CARLEEN M. HUTCHINS, 112 Essex Avenue, Montclair, NJ 07042

plan to attend the CAS/ANNAPOLIS

I,

May 3-5, 1991.

CASA '91

I will

will not

present

a paper (10 minutes).
Signed
Address

"Did the Stradivarius Factory Look Like This?"
(From _7re_?a«fe, July 1913)

Unl -|

No. 6 (Series

II) November 1990
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EDITORIAL PROCEDURES FOR PUBLICATIONS
is not suitable for the CAS Journal for onereason or another,
Since many of our members are concerned that papers
the
Journal
are
not
the
always
pubsubmit
for
CAS
editor will so inform you, givingreasons. Notes limited
they
which
to 1000 words are given priority for early publication.
lished in the upcoming issue, we would like to give you the
kind of schedule we have to meet for publication. This is what
Please note that submission of a manuscript is a represenhappens to your paper
tation that it has not been copyrighted, published elsewhere
or under consideration for publication elsewhere.
When your paper is received, an Associate Editor sends
it to someone who is conversant with the work covered and
Items submitted for consideration in the News and
qualified to review your paper. This sometimes takes several
and Meetings, Workshops, Seminars columns
Correspondence
months. If there are changes to be made, the editorsends the
by February 25 for the May issue and August
must
us
reach
paper back to you notingsuggestions and corrections. When
15 for the November issue.
you return your paper to the editor and he feels it is ready
for publication, it comes back to the office. If the paper

—

FORMAT FOR SUBMITTED PAPERS
Please observe the following guidelineswhen submitting
papers to the journal:
(1) Provide three copies of a neat and legiblepaper; i.e., double
spaced, typed (or printed), with numbered pages.

All authors of papers accepted for publication in the
Journal, who have prepared their work by computer, are
encouraged to submit a copy of the manuscript as an
ASCII file on a 5i4inch floppy disk in addition to 3 copies
of the printed versions. Rapid and accurate publication
ofpapers is facilitated by submission in machine readable
form.

The text of submitted Journal manuscripts normally
should not exceed 6000 words(approximatelysix Journal
pages, including illustrations). Notes are limited to 1000
words. Discussion of material previouslypublished in the
Journal may be submitted as a Letter to the Editor and
should not exceed 500 words. Closures to discussions
preparedby authors and reviewers should not exceed 250
wordsper discussion. Count a one-column figure or table
as 250 words; a one-line equation as 30 words; a built-up
fraction or an integralsign or summation sign in a sentence
as 20 words.

(2) Include a lay-languageabstract if the paper is technical.
(3) Simplify mathematical expressions as much as possible.

Draft (or clearly draw) all figures and illustrations.
(5) Provide captions for figures and tables on a separate sheet
with a clear indication as to what they refer.

(4)

(6) Enclose text references to figures, tables, and literature
citations in brackets. E.g. [Fig. 3], [Table 2], [s], where 5
is the fifth item in a reference list.
(7) Submit black and white photographs whenever possible.

Black and white photographsreproduce much more easi-

ly than color photographs.

(8) Prepare thereference list on a separate sheet numbering
each literature citation formatted as follows:
(a)

Periodical:

Author, "Title," Periodical, volume issue, pages, (year).

E.g.

Benade, A.H., "Musical acoustics today," CAS Journal,
46, 30-36, (1986).

(b) Book:
Author, Title (italics), (Publisher, Location, year), specs.
E.g.
Coulson, C. A., Waves, (Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh,
1960), 7th cd., Chap. 8, ppl2B-138.
(c) Collection:
Author, "Chapter Title," Book Title (italics), Editor,
(Publisher, Location, year), specs.
E.g.
de Boer, E., "Pitch theories unified," Psychophysics and
Physiology ofHearing, edited by E. F. Evans and J. P.
Wilson, (Academic, London, 1977), pp323-324.
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inpapers
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Any
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applications
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a
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trade
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of
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Carleen M. Hutchins, Editor. For more information, see the
quality
and
tific principles, use of computers, tests of
introduction to this new section in this issue.
notes. Examples include varnishing techniques, methods of
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We welcome letters to the editor in response to articles
which have appearedin these pages. We reserve the right to
publish or not to publish letters received.

QUERIES
Your query may be on any topic that relates to the theory,
design, construction and history of stringed instruments and

related areas of acoustical study.
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